onestar press

Isaac Muñoz Olvera

never say in private what you (won’t) say in public

At some point, the meetings
turned into poetry readings
and art history lessons, under a
protected alienation.
I wilfully used to write stories to
deconstruct Amorales’
creative process, playing to be
the Universal Consciousness.
This book gathers documents
I took from his computer,
email account, the bin and
notes requested to Elsa-Louise
Manceaux. I hope the
archival-collage is enough to go
inside Amorales’ spirit,
cranium, stomach, legs, walking
manners, conspiracy soul,
fishing skills, a new made film,
“The Man Who Did All Things
Forbidden”, shot in Tunquén
(Chile). Do Chileans really
come from a mix of Visigoths
and Mapuches? —

NEVER SAY IN
PRIVATE WHAT
YOU (WON’T) SAY
IN PUBLIC

carlos amorales

— I started coming to Amorales’
studio almost nine months ago,
driven by a sceptical curiosity.
Every Wednesday used to happen
free confrontations with other
artists, musicians, writers
and intellectuals. Everybody
getting something to his or her
own benefit. Carlos’ discourse
intrigued me, by his calm voice.
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NEVER SAY IN
PRIVATE WHAT
YOU (WON’T)
SAY IN PUBLIC
– Close to the end of post-production, on January 2014,
Carlos Amorales suggested me to compile the process
of the film “The Man Who Did All Things Forbidden”
in the form of a book. –
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#1
DIRECTOR’S
NOTES FOR
PRE-PRODUCTION
– Between July and September 2013, a group of artists
gathered at Carlos Amorales’ studio in Mexico City, to
freely discuss his concerns for the new film. We used to sit
around a square table. He drew diagrams while he spoke.
Here is a selection. –
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#2
EXCELSIOR
– On July 29th, August 5th, 13th, 19th, 27th,
and September 9th and 18th 2013, several articles related
to the discussions at Carlos Amorales’ studio appeared
in Mexico’s Excelsior newspaper. Nobody in the
journalistic milieu, neither artistic nor popular, knew
where the articles came from. They were the pretext Carlos
used for a lecture he gave at Ch.ACO art fair in Chile,
in September of that same year. –
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#3
IDEOLOGICAL
CUBISM
IDEOLOGICAL CUBISM IS STRICTLY
A MENTAL CONSTRUCTION. IT
ESTABLISHES THAT FUTURE ART
CANNOT BE MANUFACTURED — IT MUST
ONLY BE A PRODUCT OF THE MIND,
MADE OF WORDS.
IN THE POLITICS OF THE UMPTEENTH
WORLD, AGENTS ARE INDISTINCTLY
INTERCHANGEABLE FROM ONE PARTY
TO THE OTHER, WHICH DEMONSTRATES
THE VALIDITY OF IDEOLOGICAL
CUBISM. THINGS DO NOT HAVE A
POSSIBLE INTRINSIC VALUE AND THEIR
POETIC EQUIVALENCE FLOURISHES
ONLY IN AN INTERNAL SECTOR,
MORE EXCITING AND DEFINITIVE
THAN A DISMANTLED REALITY.THE
MATERIAL CONDITIONS OF THINGS
ARE NOT DETERMINED BY A POLITICAL
POSITION, BUT RATHER, THEY REFLECT
ALL EXISTING POSITIONS. HISTORICAL
MATERIALISM IS ONLY ONE SIDE
OF THE POLYHEDRON. DISCURSIVE
CLASSIFICATION FROM THE RIGHT, THE
CENTER OR THE LEFT DOES NOT WORK.
AND THEREFORE:
24
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GOOD AND EVIL ARE CONDITIONS OF
VITAL INTENSITY; NEVER DOGMATIC
MORALS.
HUMANS ARE NOT A LEVEL AND
SYSTEMATIC CLOCKWORK MECHANISM.
SINCERE EMOTION IS A FORM OF
SUPREME ARBITRARINESS AND
SPECIFIC DISORDER.
DUALITY IS AN ANALYTICAL
RESOURCE, BUT NOT ONE THAT HAS
BUILT THE WORLD.
HUMANITY HAS ALWAYS SPOKEN OF
MULTIPLICITY WITHOUT UNITY, ALBEIT
IN AN ENCRYPTED MANNER.
IDEAS OFTEN DERAIL — THEY
ARE NEVER CONTINUOUS NOR
SUCCESSIVE BUT SIMULTANEOUS
AND INTERMITTENT. THE ONLY
POSSIBLE FRONTIERS BETWEEN
ART AND SOCIETY ARE THE SAME
INSURMOUNTABLE BOUNDARIES OF
OUR OWN MARGINALIST EMOTIONS.
AS THE STATE HAS DEMONSTRATED ITS
INSUFFICIENCY, AND DEMOCRACY HAS
SHOWN ITS EMPTINESS, INDIVIDUALS
HAVE A RIGHT TO SELF-LEGISLATE:
INDIVIDUALS NEED THEIR OWN
LAWS TO BE FREE. WE ARE FAR FROM
THE SPIRIT OF THE BEAST. WE ARE
FREE FROM ITS HEAVINESS; WE HAVE
SHAKEN ITS PREJUDICES. NOW OUR
LAUGHTER IS THE GREAT LAUGHTER.
25
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#4
EMAIL
CORRESPONDENCE
BETWEEN DIRECTOR
CARLOS AMORALES
AND ACTOR PHILIPPE
EUSTACHON
– This was the second time Carlos worked with
actor Philippe Eustachon. Philippe was in Paris, in
communication via email, while Carlos conducted
his research in Santiago. –

You’ll see a sea of stones,
Upon the instant, the familiar dust-up gravitates
And grips the pavilion of ancient clans;
You’ll see daisies in the sea
Ladies and gentlemen
The poets came down from Olympus.
You’ll see a God of hunger
ALSO FOUND, A GUN
You’ll see the hunger
UZI SUBMACHINE GUNS WITH 35 CARTRIDGES OF
AMMUNITION,
You’ll see figures like flowers
A SAWED-OFF SHOTGUN CALIBER,
You’ll see an ocean in the desert
A .38 COLT REVOLVER
You’ll see the ocean in the desert
A 7.56 BROWNING PISTOL,
You’ll see your ear
A 9 MILIMITER BROWNING PISTOL,
This is our last word.
–Our first and last word–
A STAR 7.65 PISTOL,
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
SUBJECT: I’LL TRY TO ANSWER
On Sept 28, 2013, at 11:21:30 AM, from
Santiago, Carlos Amorales wrote:
Hello Philippe,
I WILL ANSWER YOUR PROPOSALS IN CAPS
“I’m not fully clear whether what you’re sending me
(the poetry) is yours or by poets you’re studying…”
THE POETRY WE’VE SENT YOU IS MADE UP
OF FRAGMENTS FROM POEMS OF DIFFERENT
CHILEAN POETS. THEY ARE DIFFERENT POLITICAL
POSITIONS THAT ARE MUTUALLY CONFLICTIVE.
THEY ARE WHAT WE CALL “IDEOLOGICAL CUBISM”,
A TERM I CREATED FOR THIS PROJECT. IT’S AN

26
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INVENTION BORN OF OBSERVING THE POLITICAL
CONTRADICTIONS THAT APPEAR IN THE CHILEAN
POETRY MILLIEU AND SOCIETY. STARTING FROM
THIS TERM WE COULD INVENT AN AESTHETIC,
THIS IS WHAT INTERESTS ME, AND BEING IN CHILE
RIGHT NOW IS ABOUT FINDING OUT HOW THIS
MAY BE, HOW IT MANIFEST ITSELF.
“It makes me anxious, this situation of not knowing… with
no news...”
YOU HAVE TO BEAR WITH US, WE HAVE 4 OR 5
MEETINGS A DAY, AND WE’RE PROCESSING ALL
THE INFORMATION. IT’S NOT EASY, AND IT CAN’T
BE THAT FAST.
“Do you know anything about a script?”
THE SCRIPT, EVEN THOUGH IT MAY NOT SEEM
LIKE IT, ARE THE POEMS, THE CORRESPONDENCE,
THE INFORMATION I SENT YOU BEFORE LEAVING
MEXICO.
YOU HAVE TO START WORKING WITH WHAT WE’RE
GIVING YOU, DON’T CARRY OUT A PARALLEL
INVESTIGATION AT LEAST ON THESE TERMS.
MAYBE THINK ABOUT WHAT COULD BE THE
“IDEOLOGICAL CUBISM” IN ACTING, IN WHAT
YOU’LL WORK ON WITH THE ACTORS, IN A PLACE
BY THE SEA.
“I have started to think about the literary workshop1 and
about what each one of us can do… but I don’t know how
many people will take part…”
3 ACTORS AND YOU. 4 TOTAL, PLUS THE FILM
CREW.
“We need corridors and basements.”
1

There was a plan to hold a literary workshop in Chile, with the actors, as a platform
to work on the script and the research. However, the plan resulted in two weeks of
rehearsals in Santiago, based on improvisations.
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THERE IS OUTSIDE: THE SEA, THE HILLS AND THE
WOODS.
“Rats and caviar…
Bad poetry and ideas…”
THERE IS BAD POETRY EVERYWHERE, BUT THERE
IS SOMETHING THAT IS NOT BAD CALLED THE
NEW NOVEL BY JUAN LUIS MARTÍNEZ THAT YOU
SHOULD READ.
THIS IS THE CLOSEST THING THERE IS TO THE
SCRIPT WE’D LIKE TO END UP WRITING, SO TAKE
A LOOK AT IT, READ IT, AND THINK ABOUT THIS
BOOK, IT’S VERY IMPORTANT. LET YOURSELF GET
CARRIED AWAY BY THIS BOOK AND WHAT WE
SENT YOU, DON’T LOOK FOR MORE INFO, BECAUSE
YOU’RE GOING TO GET LOST.
“Who wrote this poem (the last one) that you sent me?”
A GREAT POET WHOSE NAME I CAN’T REMEMBER…
“cheers”
KISSES, C
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
Subject: Diego Maquieira2
On Sept 28, 2013, at 12:31:02 AM, from
Santiago, Carlos Amorales wrote:
Hello Philippe
Today we met Maquieira, an absolute madman, a dandy.
Wow!
I don’t know if you’ll be able to easily find a copy of his
poetry, but if you do, it would help you understand the
dimension of this character. I wanted to tell you he’s well
worth looking into, because he lives in absolute freedom
2

During September 2013, the team traveled to Chile to get to know the literary and
artistic scene of the country through video interviews.
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with his madness, and when I say madness I mean it literally:
it was a fantastic interview, as soon as I realized that there
was no need to ask him about what we’re looking for in our
research, but rather to just enjoy his personality, it turned
into a marvelous experience.

literature. Nothing or almost an art, to quote Mallarmé.
Cultural consumption. The infinite is identified with a
woman’s breast. I don’t like Andy W’s Factory thing, poetry
is solitary work. Indefinite amount of reading time. Images
that are read with words that are seen. The great image
is not looked at, just as the great sound is not heard. Juan
Luis Martínez is a Mallarmé devotee. Claudio Bertoni also
has visual things. They need to get off the page, get out
of the book. I believe in the book because it’s the anti-t.v.
I’m a small poet in a small country of great poets. Sterility
is a subject that worries Mallarmé and JLM enormously.
The ashes in the little box could be the ashes of sperm. La
Tirana (The Tyrant, one of his poems and also a legend
from northern Chile) is like a play for the theater. Not a
guru nor a kangaroo, but a bamboo. Chinese poetry: to
see with one’s fingers all that the light hides. Tout finit
toujours très mal, as the French say3. Imagination, instinct
and sensibility. (about his new book) I can’t change the
beginning or the end. (also regarding his new book) It
can also be seen as the Latin-American version of Vogue
magazine. (about his alcoholism, he said) I wanted to die
but I didn’t want to kill myself. Lao-Tse’s aphorisms are
better than any other faith. For example, “Where there is
not enough faith, there is no faith”. Those who want to go
see the psychiatrist have to go see the dentist first. Poetry
has the function of making people see. The ball I threw
in the playground has not yet reached the ground. I love
God’s incredible silence, I love the blank page.

I relaxed, I sat back in my armchair and could not stop
marveling at him, and falling to pieces with laughter.
Maquieira is absolutely beyond any coup d’état, political
quandaries, or anything of the sort. At no point did he make
any mention of his thoughts on the matter, as if it had never
existed in his universe, as he is in fact in another universe,
that of his poetry.
I leave you some of his phrases, which I wrote down during
the conversation:
The poet is not a writer. I am closer to the composer and
film director (because of the editing process). The book (he
speaks of Annapurna) is a poemboard, not a storyboard. I
see poetry as a journey, not a race. I publish once every 20
years. I’m an autodidact, an amateur, an artisan. I’m closer
to Blake. Braulio Arenas is a little small for me. An aircraft
carrier with nothing for me. Like Isla Magdalena, an island
on a bi-oceanic sea. I took 20 years to make that book. 10
years of alcoholism, 5 years of rehab, and 5 years to finish
the book. Mobile oceanic telescope. Central nucleus of all
sides at once and reference to Neruda with his wind roses.
A book director, I make the connection from one page to
the next, but not a collage. In the book there is a grave created by Maquieira for Cesar Vallejo and other authors---->
(he reminds us of Juan Luis Martinez’s box). The same
image is used to make new chapters (the image of the
stone). I have no interest in being enigmatic; I give signals.
The presence of others exists in the photograph. A liturgical gesture in the chapter “beginning of uncertainties”. A
model of poetic composition / Stravinsky’s principle of
similarity (similarity behind multiplicities). I have neither
car, nor Internet, nor cell phone, nor computer. There
are things that are sequences and no connection. Silent
poetry or silent cinema? In the book there is a dedication
to photographers. There is also a Gabriela Mistral quote,
“If I wore this hat, the Andes would collapse”. Poetry is
drowning because it’s getting confused with/ drowning in
30
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– – – –– – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – –
Subject: Regarding Carlos Wieder /
Tentativa Artaud
On Sept 30th, at 12:32:06 AM, from Santiago,
Carlos Amorales wrote:
Hello Philippe,
It is important that you understand the following and we
begin to discuss:

3

Translator’s Note: Everything always ends badly.
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Sergio Parra told me that the real Carlos Wieder is Ronald
Kay. Besides, yesterday I interviewed a curator specialized in
the Chilean avant-garde scene, Isabel García Pérez de Arce,
who confirmed that Ronald Kay is Wieder, as she was a victim
of his (abused, terrorized, attacked), during a year and a half,
when Kay returned to Chile some five years ago. In her words,
Kay is pure evil. In Bolaño’s words, Wieder is pure evil.
Something that goes beyond the Right or the Left. Speaking
about the victimization of the left during an interview we
conducted with him, Kay defines himself as a disgrace.
The comparison between Kay and Wieder has been absolute,
but informal, secret, off documentary register. I asked Parra
if Bolaño had met Kay. He told me that he had refused to
meet him in person, but that he was absolutely conscious of
Kay’s role in the artistic vanguard during Pinochetism, and
that Kay is indeed Wieder.
There is a performance by Ronald Kay called Tentativa
Artaud (Artaud Attempt), which was presented at the
Department of Humanist Studies at the School of Physical and
Mathematical sciences at the University of Chile, in October of
1974. It was the first performance presented in Chile, where
Kay wrapped a group of four people in transparent plastic
wrap in the institutions’ attic. He arranged them on the floor
so that they would listen to a text by Artaud on headphones
and recite it: ratararatararataraataratatararana… Among
those present was the poet Raúl Zurita. This performance is
the origin, the seed, of the group that formed the Colectivo de
Acciones de Arte (CADA), which, a few years later, would
define themselves as the creators of a new social art, opposed
to the Pinochetist right, but also to the communist imaginary.
The images contained in the book that documents Tentativa
Artaud contain a strange recollection of what might seem
like a torture session. It’s chilling to think this happened
just one year after the military coup, just when the hunting,
arresting, torturing, disappearing or murder of the enemies
of the dictatorship started to grow more intense. To
understand the relationship between performance and reality
is something that is open to interpretation… Eventually the
building went from being the Department for Humanist
studies, a sacred place according to Kay, to a DINA center,
then the CNI (the National Center for Intelligence), and
32
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is presently the Museo de la Solidaridad (Museum of
Solidarity) and the Fundación Salvador Allende (Salvador
Allende Foundation).
Today, I also asked Parra if he considered Kay to be
a dangerous person, particularly if it is dangerous to
get involved with Kay on our project and he offered a
resounding yes: Kay is a manipulator, a miserable bastard
who can destroy people. Kay threatened Isabel García: I’m
going to drop a cellophane bomb with a red bow on you.
A bomb that, she went on to tell, he eventually did drop.
Cellophane bomb makes me think of the people wrapped
in cellophane in Tentativa Artaud. In the image I include
here, besides Zurita lying down, are Juan Balbontín, Eugenio
García, and significantly, Catalina Parra, the daughter of
Nicanor Parra, Kay’s wife at the time. When Isabel García
told Catalina Parra about her problems with Kay, Parra told
her that, after her divorce, she had gotten a court order that
forbade Kay from coming near her home.
Isabel García heard about our project, about our search for
the truth behind Wieder, and she decided to approach us to
help us with our research. In her words, as she lives in Chile
and has a young son, she says she cannot fully express the
horror she lived with Kay, she cannot speak about it publicly,
nor can she write about it. She is blocked, but she wants to
advise us so that, through us, she can speak about all she
knows and all she lived through. García is specialized in
Chile’s new social art of the seventies. She is the archivist
with the most authority on the subject, and she has offered
us access to what she defines as material containing a high
degree of psychological violence. We have at our disposal the
house by the sea and three actors with whom to work.
There is much to understand about Kay. Elsa kept notes on
our conversation which he refused to allow us to record, and
we’ve bought his books to read them: El Espacio de Acá (The
Space Here) and Tentativa Artaud. Should we read them,
Kay is willing to meet with us again to participate in our
documentary. I’m not sure if we should see him again because,
as I’ve said, the man is dangerous. I heard that he is the son of
a German SS officer, but I haven’t been able to confirm it.
Ok, on we go, kisses, Carlos
33
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it’s hard to find the enemy
when war is everywhere
The supreme art of war is to subdue the enemy without
fighting him
Hugs,
P
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
On Oct 1, 2013, at 1:28:42 AM, from Santiago,
Carlos Amorales wrote:
–––––––– –––––––––––––––––––– – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – –
On Sept 30, 2013, at 6:11:06 PM, from Paris,
Philippe Eustachon wrote:
Be careful of jumping too fast to conclusions and
reductions…
Butcher’s son = butcher
Whore’s daughter = whore
Son of a Nazi = Nazi
Not all Germans are fascinated by Nazism, torture and
blood…
I can see the complexity and I like it…
The man is a little more…
I haven’t lived through the dictatorship, nor through fascism,
nor Nazism, nor communism… My violence (which can be
my strength), which I try to transform, comes from a world
where war is everywhere… outside… Each and every one of
us does whatever he can to justify his actions, good or bad.
There is poetry everywhere
I don’t see the world in black and white
nor good nor evil
nor good guys nor bad guys
least of all men and women
I attempt
experiment
question
34
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Hello Philippe,
agreed, you’re right about not categorizing people by means
of snap judgments from a distance, but the research we’re
doing is serious and is not only based on reading about
things, but also on getting to know the different people
involved in Chile’s cultural world, as well as their opinions
about historical facts, places, and reading the books they
wrote and revising their documents.
We met two people in this context who were key in
understanding Chilean history, who gave us the information
on the Wieder/Kay relationship:
– Sergio Parra, a poet from 80’s generation, owner of the
Metales Pesados bookstore, who is the center of Chile’s
literary and artistic world. It was he who originally brought
the Wieder/Kay relationship to our attention.
– Isabel García Pérez de Arce, who is the authority on the
historical archive of the period, and who is therefore the
center where all this information flows.
After speaking with them, the conclusion we have reached
is this: Bolaño based his character on a real person and that
person exists. The story behind the characters of Distant
Star (Estrella Distante) hides a series of situations that
happened in Chile in the seventies, during Pinochet’s regime.
In Distant Star a real story is simplified and metaphorized.
Now, Ronald Kay is who he is and that is his problem, not
35
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ours. Ronald Kay is the distant star (he left Chile for several
years, the ones he was married to Pina Bausch, and recently
returned to reclaim his place in art history).
In Distant Star Wieder has two exhibitions:
– The performance where he skywrites phrases from a plane
in the skies of Santiago. This alludes directly to Raúl Zurita’s
La Nueva Vida (The New Life).
– The exhibition shows photos he took of his victims. This
might allude to the work of Eugenio Dittborn.
Both Zurita and Dittborn were profoundly influenced by
Kay. They were his collaborators in seminal moments of the
art of the time: in the magazine Manuscritos (Manuscripts),
and in the magazine VISUAL. Kay’s most important text is
El Espacio de Acá, which is a text about Dittborn’s uses of
photography. Manuscritos is not a respite in the dictatorship,
as it has been portrayed to be, it is part of the culture of the
dictatorship. The Chilean artistic vanguard that arose during
the second part of the dictatorship was produced by upper
class youth, socially protected, who felt the need to produce
art, so maybe for them it was a respite… One mustn’t
confuse this vanguard within Pinochet’s state with the leftist
art produced by exiled Chileans: this is situated elsewhere,
it’s aesthetic and discourse is another, related, for example,
with the world of Miguel Littin, the filmmaker, and the
Museum of solidarity, which we visited today.
Careful: Ronald Kay is a true artist of the avant-garde, and
those are entirely his interests. Kay is not necessarily a
member of the Right, but he is an anti-communist, and said
as much. He described his attempt to bring an exhibition of
Wolf Vostell’s work to Chile, which the exiled communists
tried to avoid because portrayed the dictatorship as open.
The influence of Vostell and Fluxus is evident in Kay. It’s
interesting to note that one of Vostell’s works, proposed for
Documenta at the time, consists of a plane flying over the
Fridericianum Museum in Kassel. We might conclude that
this is the seed that would eventually lead to Zurita’s plane,
to CADA’s and eventually to Bolaño’s.
Another important thing to understand is this:
36
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the information that is generally found outside of Chile about
the Escena de Avanzada, CADA, and all that new social and
political art of the time is the historical version written by
a French sociologist and art critic called Nelly Richard. But
there’s another version of that history, Ronald Kay’s, which
opposes and now competes with it. Kay’s battle (which is not
just an argument, because it goes beyond discourse, to facts)
has to do with the authority of his version versus Richard’s.
This battle, or struggle if you prefer to call it that, is real,
despite being an essentially intellectual struggle: for example,
everyone who participated in the events of the time are at
odds with each other (we realized this during the interviews)
even though from outside it looks like everything is in order,
without fissures.
More than a step by step discussion of the differences
between both historical versions, with their details, about
which version is better or worse than the other, what I find
very interesting is that it’s about a war for control over
the writing of history. It is therefore a struggle to impose
personal authority over the words and texts that others will
read: over remains written definitively, and over who signs
his name to it. In this sense, I would like to remind you that
OUR FILM IS ABOUT WORDS: ABOUT THEIR POETIC
USE AND THEIR POLITICAL USE, AND ABOUT HOW
THEY RELATE TO THE BODY AND THE LANDSCAPE.
It is not a film about Kay’s history, even if for the moment
it seems to be at its center. To judge Kay as to whether he
is a Nazi or not, is in the end irrelevant. I think that what
is starting to be discussed here is not so much about the
positioning between the left and the right, or about life in
totalitarian regimes. I think the discussion we’ve entered into
is about avant-gardist thought, and in that sense Wieder/Kay
is a very interesting and concrete example.
In other news, today we went out with a group of actors
and filmed an improvisation session. It was a very good
exercise and there are several necessary questions we all
must ask. We are also assembling a very good film and sound
crew. Tomorrow we set out for Concepción to see the cubic
house by the sea. Here in Santiago, we’ve interviewed and
filmed so many people that we’re starting to enter into a
state of mental exhaustion, since we’re handling so much
information at once.
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Philippe, I’d like for us to start thinking about your trip to
Chile in practical terms, and about what you’ll have to do
when you’re here. Also about the sense of what we’re doing,
and about how to proceed with the information we’ve come
across, how to transmit it and how to digest it to use at the
level of the actors, the situation, and the people.
Hugs, C
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–––––––– –––––––––––––––––––– – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – –
Subject: Actors / Casa Poli
On Oct 2, 2013, at 08:31:15 AM, from Península de Coliumo, Carlos Amorales wrote:
Hello Philippe,
We’re at Casa Poli, a house by the sea shaped like a cube. It’s
a fantastic place. Looking over the space and the light with
Darío, it has lots of great possibilities for filming.
Besides, the landscape is frankly impressive. I’m very happy
with this place, it’s very special, and being here is helping me
better understand what I want.
The research of the last few months, last weeks’ interviews,
the improvisations with the actors we met yesterday, this
place where we are, the subjects we are dealing with and
discovering, all of this, little by little, is shaping a clearer idea
of the film…
The actresses and actor with whom we’ve already agreed to
work are Millaray, Jacinta and Camilo. They’re available for
practically all the days we’ve proposed. Yesterday we began
to work with an initial text about language simplified in
extreme landscapes:
Varlam Shalamov […] wrote Kolyma Tales. Nature
simplifies itself as it heads toward the poles. Nature
simplifies itself, and so does human discourse:

interaction. From my point of view as a director, something
interesting started to happen here, because one of the actors
walked out onto the balcony and the group became divided
between the one outside and the others who remained inside.
This division created a kind of cruel game, because the one
outside was left out in the cold, isolated from the others’
conversation. This allowed me to enter into the dynamic
and to start to propose things like changes in text to those
who remained indoors, leaving the one outdoors out of the
content of the text on top of everything. When the others
entered into the dynamic of the second text, I let the actor
come in and sit down with the others. At that moment,
something interesting happened, because one of the actresses
questioned his motives for being inside and he answered
that he was cold. Then a conversation arose where she
questioned him cruelly as to whether he thought being cold
was reason enough to want to come in, which then turned
into a perverse game.
Based on what we’ve thought of here, there were three levels
of interaction with the actors:
1) Millaray created the general situation and was the leader
of the group.
2) Camilo divided the situation, creating the quandary.
3) Jacinta worked on the detail of that problem.
MILLARAY LOBOS GARCÍA

My language was the crude language of the
mines and it was as impoverished as the emotions that lived near the bones. Get up, go to
work, rest, citizen, chief, may I speak, shovel,
trench, yes sir, drill, pick, it’s cold outside, rain,
cold soup, hot soup, bread, ration, leave me the
butt—these few words were all I had needed
for years.4
By playing with the words in the text, we came up with
a spoken exercise that little by little resulted in physical
4

Martin Amis: Koba the Dread: Laughter and the Twenty Million (Vintage International,
2003p.155)
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From what we observed, she has a great degree of finesse
in her work. She plays subtly, seemingly fragile, but she
immediately began to lead the group in a very direct way,
even though she can also do it indirectly. She is constantly
constructing, she looks for a narrative, tensions, relations,
etc. Millaray works on the details. She suddenly joins the
group crying imperceptibly, she changes and takes control.
We think her way of acting is an interesting of approaching
situations that can be almost banal, simple, minimal or tense.
We feel a very wide range of emotions in her. Besides, there’s
something asymmetrical about her face, something strange,
as if from another time, that is different from ordinary
beauty. She reminds us of a bird or one of Hieronymus
Bosch’s characters.

JACINTA LANGLOIS

CAMILO CARMONA

She has a kinder, more innocent side, but she also has
her ‘ugly’ side, although it feels as if she knows how to
consciously play with these aspects of her personality. She
gesticulates, and there is a strength and a bizarreness about
her body language. She reacts naturally to a situation even if
it is absurd, and she proposes new things energetically. She’s
at ease. Jacinta is younger than Camilo and Millaray, less
experienced, but we feel like she has the necessary bases to
introduce a more intense kind of play. Being the youngest,
she projects herself as being the most ‘vulnerable’ and we
believe that this can add an interesting turn to the games of
power that will occur among everybody. Another interesting
thing about Jacinta, even if its banal, is that she is the
daughter of an artist from the generation we’re investigating,
which gives her a great deal of affinity with language we
want to work with.

At first, he seemed to be the least interesting of all. He has
a strange physiognomy and doesn’t seem to have a big ego.
However, he immediately distinguished himself from the
rest. Later, when we discussed him, we realized that despite
not being someone who is immediately striking, someone
who can almost slip by unnoticed, he really takes on a
very important role in the dynamic, he creates situations,
moments that can end up in scenes.
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I’ll write more later.
Hugs, Carlos
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–––––––– –––––––––––––––––––– – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – –
On Oct 2, 2013, at 11:06:18 AM, from Paris,
Philippe Eustachon wrote:
Hi Carlos,
It’s hard to say anything about the photographs…
I think we have to transform ourselves somewhat… and see
which way we go from there…
Does that mean I should hold a literary workshop with
Millaray, Camilo and Jacinta?
What do you think of the work plan?
I think we need men.
From his photo, Camilo looks young…
The cubic house seems incredible but can we transform it?
The first image that came to my mind when I saw it at first
was something like this

without so many people…
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it could be shown only at the end
If not, all the actors and actresses look like good victims…
even if only intermittently…
Hugs, P
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
On Oct 2, 2013, at 6:48:27 PM, from Península
de Coliumo, Carlos Amorales wrote:
Hello Philippe
*
Yes, it’s hard to comment on the photos, but we’ve filmed
them in action so you can take a look at some of the
fragments.
**
Casa Poli. The effect of the house and of the landscape is
impressive. Today is the second day we’ve been here and
there is a transformation occurring in us. Better mood,
less tension and exhaustion, less confusion and mental
saturation. It has a beneficial, healing effect that cleanses the
body and mind with the power of the wind, of the ruggedness
of the landscape, of the sea and rocks, of the house on the
mountain, of the windows that harmoniously connect the
outside with the inside, the sound of the wind against our
ears when we walk along the cliff and the suspended quiet
when we’re in the house. This house is very interesting
on the inside because it has hundreds of angles, crosses
and horizontal and vertical lines, as if it were a rationalist
Merzbau. In filmic terms, it is the possibility of a labyrinth,
a confusion that is juxtaposed to the monumental unity of
the building seen from outside, that orders the labyrinth. On
the inside, the house has no need of images because it has
these windows that open out onto the landscape, and the
landscape is the strongest image of all, the house is in the
landscape, the house is an image.5
***
5

At first, the idea was to shoot at Casa Poli and in the surrounding landscape, but the
direction taken by the script led us to only film in the landscape.
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There is a little book we found in the house that shows the
thought process of the architects, the plans and most of all
their sources of inspiration that structure the rationalism of
the house. They are images of historical paintings, works of
art, places and diagrams. It includes the following images
in the following order: One Million Years by On Kawara.
Notes on numerals by the architect that build Casa Poli. A
diagram of the soapy structure of foam. A photograph of a
banquet by Daniel Spoerri. A photograph of the niches at
the Liquén cemetery. A photo of old light meters in Buenos
Aires. An image from a video of a drawing exercise by Denis
Oppenheim. Two photographs of Invisible by Giovanni
Anselmo. A photograph of a brick oven in Nongunén,
Concepción. A photograph of a cloth factory in Tome.
Photographs of the stables at Estancia Santa Elena Luján,
Buenos Aires. Storehouses in Concepción’s main square. A
guard post on Santa María Island. A blueprint of the first
design plan of Casa Poli. A twelve piece spatial cross by Max
Bill. Heterodox architecture, Eduardo Chillida. Composition
no. 3 with colored planes by Piet Mondriaan. Snowstorm
by William Turner. Architectural images of the plans for
Casa Poli. Three studies of Lucien Freud by Francis Bacon.
The Return of Ulysses by Giorgio de Chirico. Diagram of
an exterior staircase of Casa Poli. Relativity by M.C. Escher.
Reflections on the windows of Casa Poli. Nude descending
the stairs by Marcel Duchamp. Ema, nude on a staircase
by Gerhard Richter. Imaginary vision by J. Batista Piranesi.
Merzbau by Kurt Schwitters. Homage to the square by
Joseph Albers. Black square by Kasimir Malevich. Bild82 by
Otto Hajek. Jump into the void by Yves Klein. Dynamo Club
by Alexander Rodchenko. Parking lot by Laszlo MoholyNagy. References, references, references, references, and
more references. However, all of these images of works of art
are good clues to understand the space we’ll be filming. For
example, Turner’s painting clearly alludes to the whirlpools
that are formed in the sea, the impact of the water on the
rocks, the chronic erosion, the violence of nature, the vertigo
one feels when the one approaches the precipice.

stories, the avant-garde demons, the different spheres of
political thought stratified in cascades of words, poems like
cellophane bombs, jumps into the void. This is a concrete
cube before the void, and, empty, I feel, or maybe I intuit,
my desire to erase everything I’ve learned up to this point
on this trip to Chile that began six months ago when I was
invited to come. And I’d like to propose the following to
you: forget everything, erase everything, unsay everything,
become uninformed of everything, bury everything, disappear
everything and concentrate intensely on just one image that
is in just one place: this house on a cliff, where there will be
four or five people, with their words, their gestures, their
actions, in empty situations, with no sense. For me, the time
has come to forget all the expectations generated by our
passage through Chile, to momentarily free myself of the
sense of the tsunami of words we let loose over the last few
months, since we began our research.
So today I declare the end of the film about poetry and
politics in Chile: tomorrow a new film will begin which will
be made here in Chile next November, of which nobody
knows anything, from which nobody expects anything, now
and maybe never. I ask of you to forget everything you’ve
read and written, for you to bury it in your memory and jump
with me into the void.
The first proposal for this work is to forget what has been
proposed up until this point.
Hugs, Carlos

****
And this place most definitely becomes a space that helps
one rest one’s mind, especially after all we’ve researched and
spoken about in the last 10 days in Santiago: the paranoid
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–––––––– –––––––––––––––––––– – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – –
Subject: Treatment (with sequences)
On Oct 13, 2013, at 3:54:52 PM, from Paris,
Philippe Eustachon wrote:
Hello Carlos,
How are you doing?
It would be good if we could talk for a bit one of these
days…
I feel like there are a million things we need to look over and
talk about, so that we can make decisions…
The film is very, very ambitious, because of the subject
matter and the demands of the project…
We must be careful not to lose what little time we have…
The other day, when we talked over Skype, you looked tired,
and that worries me…

with Elsa. We’re basically dividing the story and the shoot
in two complementary parts: Day and Night. For now,
we’re primarily developing the Night part, which is the one
will be filming in Santiago and on which you will have to
concentrate primarily, because it’s the one in which you
direct the actors. The second part will be filmed in a more
classical manner, and we’re working on it.
Let’s talk soon about what’s next.
***

Is everything ok?
Hugs, P
–––––––– –––––––––––––––––––– – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – –
On Oct 14, 2013, at 12:59:04 AM, from Mexico
City, Carlos Amorales wrote:
Hello Philippe,
Yes, everything is fine. Lots of work!
The other day I looked so tired because I had just returned
the day before after three weeks of research, without a single
day of rest. The experience has meant receiving an avalanche
of information that we’ve had to digest very quickly in order
to move forward, but we went to Chile very well prepared,
and that means we are making good sense of things. Don’t
worry, we’re doing fine.
Since last Friday, we’ve been planning the practical details
of the shoot, day by day, which is making everything much
clearer. Besides, we’re writing a treatment of the script
48
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#5
FIRST ARGUMENT

DESCRIPTION OF THE
WORK PROCESS

STRUCTURE FOR THE
FILM’S DEVELOPMENT

– In October 2013, after his first research trip to Chile,
Carlos was able to write a more concrete argument,
condensing all the sources so far explored. –

A) After a period of conceptual development that lasted for three months during
the Summer of 2013, during which we
laid out the work at my studio as that of
a news agency (called Buró Fantasma—
Ghost Bureau), we finally opted to
concentrate all the shooting and research
for the film in one country, Chile, so as
not to bifurcate the argument, originally
thought of in different countries, and
thus mold the historical aspects that
interest us to that specific place. The
shoot will therefore be divided in two
moments:
–An initial three-week research
trip, organized around a documentary
process.
–A second four-week trip during
which certain of our performative and poetic conclusions will be filmed. This is to
be understood as a fictional film process.

1. Research Chile’s history and create a
plot that is between fiction and documentary, including:

B) At a later moment, Philippe Eustachon
will do a series of performances conceived expressly to be shot in Chile. His
acting in the film will be based on this
series of performances. Philippe will go
to Chile a couple of weeks before the second shoot in order to establish contacts
with theater people –actors—with whom
he will form a device in the guise of a literary workshop. In this workshop, which
will in fact be an acting platform, actors
will be invited to write and discuss poetry. Regarding this point, it is necessary
to understand that it is a platform/device
to develop the film’s action/acting. It will
be a literary workshop in the sense of the
construction of the film.
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a) Historical notes where truth is mixed
with fact, published clandestinely in a
Mexican newspaper with national distribution.
b) A fictional screenplay that imagines
the state of the character in the context
of Chile.
c) Graphic tools like, for example,
a double sided card game.
d) Guide maps inspired by the books
Clandestine in Chile: The Adventures of
Miguel Littín (La Aventura de Miguel
Littín clandestino en Chile) by Gabriel
García Marquez, and Distant Star (Estrella Distante) by Roberto Bolaño and
on a selection of detention and torture
centers run by the DINA secret service
during Pinochet’s dictatorship.
f) An encyclopedia containing all the
information we have access to, including
profiles of Chilean poets and examples of
their works.
2. First trip to Chile (September).
Thanks to our co-producer Irene Abujatum we did a scouting trip to visit places
and get to know people. We tried to penetrate Chile’s reality to better understand
the dimension of the facts.
Commitments achieved in Chile:
a) Documentation of a Carlos Amorales’
talk at Ch.ACO art fair.
b) Interview with Carlos Amorales, broadcasted in Chilean public radio and web.
c) Meetings with intellectuals, artists and
poets.
d) Other things we liked to shoot.
e) A casting carried out to find the film’s
actors.
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3. Philippe Eustachon’s two-week stay in
Chile on November 2013 (The Literary
Workshop).
a) Work with a group of actors and nonactors (occasional guests).
b) Work within the limits (spatial, social,
economic, documentary, shooting and
documentation).
c) Confront the information we gave
Philippe with reality.
d) Establish the literary workshop’s
dynamics.

HISTORICAL
DEVELOPMENT OF
THE PLOT WITHIN THE
CHILEAN CONTEXT

Lets notice that,
Philippe’s role is to be the director of
the group.
The group will consist of 4 actors.
During the first two weeks, he will begin
the acting process with the group of
actors so they can engage in the project.
There will be some guests such as
poets, intellectuals, a dancer, a singer,
a politician.
Third and fourth weeks are for filming.
Place / situation: A literary workshop
that happens in an actual apartment in
Santiago de Chile.
People read, talk, eat, drink and dance.
The film crew will register the actual
process of these rehearsals (rehearsed
rehearsals).
It is important to find the right group
of actors through a casting. It should
be actors, female and male, who can
endure intense experiences and intense
situations.

1.
After a research period of approximately
three years in which I worked on how
the sign becomes manifest between the
visual and written—pictograms becom-
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ing cryptograms—I decided to continue
my work by exploring the meaning
of words as such, and how they are
revealed through meaning in the visual
arts, film and poetry. To my understanding, this significant representation of the
word in contemporary art is problematic
because, even though I appreciate it
and it interests me tremendously, it has
always been hard to use text in my work
due to an ideological crisis, an impossibility to identify with the discourse of the
Left—with which I was brought-up—and
that of the Right. The use of words is
political; the word is Politics. Politics are
the consequence of words; words are the
consequence of politics. During these
past few months, I have been thinking
about making a film to explore the use
of textual language as it manifests itself,
facing the quandary straight on, without
beating about the bush.
I am interested in shooting in Chile
due to the importance poetry has in its
society and to how this artistic practice
with words and images reflects the political issue that divides Chilean society. A
few years ago, I read Roberto Bolaño’s
Distant Star and I was very impressed
by the fictional character of the avantgarde fascist poet, Carlos Wieder,
because he contradicts many of the precepts I had about the avant-garde, which
I always assumed to be a Leftist one,
liberal and libertarian. This contradiction seemed even more interesting when
I understood that what Bolaño presents
as Wieder’s work is actually the work of
Raúl Zurita, who is, after Nicanor Parra,
the most important Chilean poet today.
And who is therefore nevertheless also
a member of the cultural establishment.
This creates a paradox and even perhaps
an irony. Starting from this point, I have
discovered that behind this paradox lie
others and still others, and what at first
glance appears to be a local Chilean
problem is in fact a Russian nesting doll,
a metaphor of a universal quandary. In
this new film, I would like to explore the
problem between Right and Left-wing
radicalizations, and how words that rep-

resent both political positions physically
reflect upon the bodies of the people who
utter them. At the end of the process I allow myself to imagine a rather symbolic
film, perhaps somewhat abstract—an
exercise in what I dare define as abstract
fiction.

2.
A long and strange chain of indolence,
abuse and irresponsibility led a work of
mine to be donated, without its owner’s
consent, to the Chilean government. The
piece is titled Spider Galaxy, a performance for which an amphitheater is built
with four hundred wooden cubes, which,
together form a 16 x 9 x 3 meter-structure. Stored in containers, this structure
was shipped off to Chile in 2011, where
its Marine Customs officials still have it
in custody.
Two years later, I received a call from
Mr. Roberto Ampuero, an academic
and fiction writer, who at that time, was
Chile’s ambassador to Mexico. He wanted to meet in a well-known restaurant.
During the luncheon, and after a senseless and long preamble, the Ambassador
revealed that the motive of his call was
to discuss the matter of my piece, which,
in his words, had become a State affair.
Ampuero’s first proposal was to ask for
me to consent to its donation, which I
rejected explaining that first off, I had
never had any relationship with Chile
and that, secondly, the piece had been
sold to a collector so I could not donate
what no longer belonged to me.
What had been agreed prior to this
meeting, thanks to the help of my Parisian gallery’s lawyer, was that the piece be
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destroyed and that the action was to be
documented with the intention of avoiding a replica. The Ambassador’s argument was that the destruction of a work
of art in Chile signified a profoundly
problematic act due to its recent history
and if this came to public light, it would
probably cause a scandal. I countered
with the proposal that I would personally assist to the piece’s destruction so
that my presence would justify the action
and show my consent. At the end of this
part of our conversation, I noticed that
Ampuero took his telephone, which had
been on the table, and pushed a button.
The Ambassador had been recording our
conversation without previously letting
me know.
Days later, I received a letter in
which the Ambassador confirmed what
we had agreed upon. However the letter
did not mention the object under discussion. This made me realize the depth of
the problem since, by not mentioning
the motive of the Ambassador’s letter
yet demonstrating a sophisticated use
of language, he was disengaging legally
from the responsibility of destroying an
artwork. At the end of our encounter,
Ampuero gave me a copy of his latest
novel and signed it for me.
A week prior to my meeting with
the Ambassador, I was invited to a party
where I met a young Chilean collector,
accompanied by his foundation’s curator, and by a very kind and enthusiastic
gallerist. My interest in Bolaño’s Distant
Star came up during my conversation
with the gallerist, specifically on how
Bolaño had used Raúl Zurita’s work as if
it were the poetic creation of his infamous fictional character, the fascist poet
Carlos Wieder. “Poetry is the best thing
our country’s culture has,” the gallerist
said, and she invited me to visit Chile
with the promise of introducing me to a
series of important poets if I agreed to
give a talk on my work during the context of an art fair she organizes.
After my encounter with the Ambassador and the Chilean gallerist I kept
thinking on how a country so proud of
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its poets had to carry the weight on its
conscience of having burned books and
art objects after the military coup in 1973.
While doing more research on Chilean
poetry I understood that it has been
very important since the end of the 19th
century, with Vicente Huidobro and his
Altazor’s descending journey by parachute
being the first great work of the 20th Century. Alongside Gabriela Mistral, Pablo de
Rokha and Pablo Neruda, he set the stage
for a modernist and experimental poetic
sensibility that would later be picked up
by poets like Nicanor Parra, and even
later, Juan Luis Martínez, Enrique Lihn
and Raúl Zurita. I like to think Zurita’s
aerial poems written with smoke from a
plane, (The New Life, La Nueva Vida),
are linked with Huidobro’s parachute. As
far as Neruda is concerned, he is considered one of the greatest poets of Western
culture, and received the Nobel Prize in
1971. Recently a debate has arisen as to
the truth surrounding his death. Now it is
thought to be one of the first of thousands
of murders committed by the military
junta during its years of repression.
In Chile, of all the arts, poetry is the
one that has given the country most of its
public figures. Poetry is practically independent of all institutional systems, manifesting itself primarily in salons or literary
workshops. In this sense, it is common
to find many poets who self-publish, thus
making their creations independent from
the publishing system. Due to its independence, poetry in Chile has a halo of
radicalness, and existing outside officialdom. Nevertheless, in the last forty years,
poetry in Chile has reached complex levels that abandon its traditional medium—
the book or notebook page—in order to
exist, for instance in the world of comics
(Batman in Chile by Enrique Lihn), or
as smoke from a plane (The New Life
by Raúl Zurita). Moreover, poetry has a
profound influence on the other arts. It is
possible to understand this, for instance,
in Acta General de Chile, the title of
Miguel Littín’s film about the reality of
his country during the dictatorship based
on the title by Pablo Neruda, Canto

General de Chile, included in his 1950
Canto General.
In late July, Roberto Ampuero was
promoted from Ambassador to Minister
of Culture in his country. I lost touch
with him, but a few weeks later, I was
contacted by the flamboyant Chilean
Cultural Attaché in Mexico so as to continue the plans to destroy my piece. The
Cultural Attaché wasn’t aware of the
secrecy behind the act of destruction and
her attitude was much more relaxed.

3.
It was only when I saw the first sequence
of Patricio Guzman’s Battle of Chile that I
understood the impact of the air strike on
the Palacio de la Moneda6 on September
11th, 1973. It is the epicenter of the Chilean trauma and the axis of all poetic and
artistic production generated thereafter.
The use of the word epicenter seems
important in the Chilean context, since
it is a country located in a telluric zone
and has suffered many earthquakes. The
cover for Juan Luis Martínez’s book La
Nueva Novela (The New Novel)7, shows
6

Translator’s note: La Moneda was the seat of
Salvador Allende’s government.

7

After the coup, during the seventies and
eighties, the poet Juan Luis Martínez Holger
(1942-1993) self-published a series of books
that are now considered fundamental to
understanding contemporary Chilean
experimental poetry. This small collection
of books includes, The New Novel, which
was re-issued by Ediciones Archivo as a
facsimile edition in 1985.

a photograph of three crooked houses
after an earthquake.

This image reminds me of the gullies
created after great earthquakes, gullies
that divide the earth, and divide us from
each other. These gullies also make me
think of the following opening lines for
another of Martínez’s books, a book that
is a box: Chilean Poetry...:

There is a prohibition to cross a line
that is only imaginary.
(the final possibility to breach that limit
would come about through violence):
Once that limit is reached, my dead
father gives me these papers:
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These lines make me think of death in
a general way, but also of that particularly extreme moment when the bombs
exploded in Palacio de la Moneda.
But that box/book/poem is much
more: it contains the death certificates of
the four great Chilean poets: Mistral, de
Rokha, Huidobro and Neruda. Organized one after the other, each certificate is
carefully folded and placed next to a small
Chilean paper flag, followed by several
pages where the readers can place the
death certificates of the next Chilean poets. In its simplicity, the book is a Parthenon. But it is also, dare I say it, a magical
object that asks a very important question:
“What poet, other than the consecrated
ones, will have the right to introduce his
death certificate in this box?”
Could a discussion on poetry lead us
to a Coup d’Etat?
4.
The New Novel (La Nueva Novela) uses
space on two levels: that of the composition of the letters of the alphabet on the
page, as well as the non-linear jumps in
the reading. In its pieces we find compositional ironies on the expansion and
fetishization of communism, where, for
example, the ironic figure of Karl Marx
appears carrying a youthful and androgynous-looking Arthur Rimbaud in his
arms. Martínez Holger also worked as
a mechanical engineer, thus solving his
finances. He explored the formal purity
of language at the margins of the practice
of his peers, in the Chilean poetry world
and outside of the Leftist militancy of
the average Latin American intellectual
of the time. Although very respected,
Martínez Holger is considered both a
formalist and an avant-garde poet with
an apolitical posture that demarcates him
from the Chilean conflict of the seventies
and eighties. It is perhaps interesting to
trace a parallel between his work and the
conceptual artistic postures that arose in
the same years, mainly in Europe and the
USA. Nevertheless, Martínez Holger’s
work exists in the context of literature
and not the visual arts.
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Even though he has never been recognized in the realm of Hispanic Literature
at the level of Huidobro, Mistral or Neruda, Martínez Holger has been enormously
influential on the younger generation
of Chilean poets, of which Raúl Zurita
stands out and whose aerial poetry in
The New Life influenced the creation of
Bolaño’s character in Distant Star.
Juan Luis Martínez has a basic fascination with the book as an object.
Once opened, it is an object that
unfolds temporarily. The object is
contradictory in itself: while it would
seem to have a beginning and an end,
the inside proposes a succession of
infinite moments (which could be understood as any poet’s goal). In The
New Novel, the concept of lines, of
walls but also of transparency and infinity are mentioned and represented
reclusively throughout the book, from
the first page to its last. (Elsa-Louise
Manceaux)

The use of repetition creates situations in which the reading of the pages
goes from front to back and vice versa.
This atypical way of reading challenges
the reader’s attention and memory (Will
you remember? Can you remember?).
Surprise effects and conclusions—leaving this open—play with the uncertainty
of the reader (author). One of the book’s
tactics is to make the reader hyperconscious—as in each of the texts we remember that we are reading the book we
hold in our hands. This works because
the uncertainty in reading generates the
movement of the reader through the
pages of the book.

city as backdrop for their performances
and actions. Zurita explains his selfimmolation: “I had had one of many humiliating experiences at that time. And
I remembered the biblical image where
they tell you that if someone slaps you on
the right cheek, you should offer the left
one: so I went and I burned my face.

In one of the first pages the poet cites:
‘Infinity is reality minus the limit’
(Juan Luis Martinez, The New Novel)
Juan Luis Martínez applies these concepts to the overall structure of the book,
always coming back to the blank space
that we find on the page. A page that
sometimes shows only one line of text,
a page that leaves space for the reader
(author) to write or draw. He even uses
transparent pages. In formal terms, the
blank (or empty) spaces suggest the idea
of silence, pause and echo (even with
the use of repetition). The poet writes
about silence, and mentions it in various
poems, especially in “Bird Song.” The
book, like his poems and his visual compositions, and like music, has a rhythm—
it becomes a rhythmic object. Martínez
applies the methods of deposition and
intertextuality, as well as system and
word redundancies. Thus, the richness of
the text is reinforced by the use of empty
space, or silence, in the pages.

5.
Raúl Zurita was a member of the CADA
group (Colectivo de Acciones de Arte,
Art Action Collective) alongside sociologist, Fernando Balcells, and artists,
Lotty Rosenfeld, Juan Castillo and writer
Damiela Eltit. Together they used the

Afterwards I understood that was the
beginning of poetry for me.” Two years
later, once the scar had matured, he
documented his face in photographs,
which he used for the cover of his book
Purgatory (Purgatorio)published in
1979 by Editorial Universitaria and
which collects his poetry from 1972 to
1977. Zurita’s self-immolation and his
later publication of his burned face could
be interpreted as a bitter reference to
the massive and indiscriminate book
burning which happened during Augusto
Pinochet’s coup in 1973, overthrowing
Salvador Allende, who promoted reading
through the Editorial Nacional Quimantú. This publishing house, supported
by the Popular Unity project, distributed
very low-cost books throughout the
country. Its collection spanned classical
and contemporary works of literature
and history, amongst other subjects.
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One year later, once the dictatorship was
established it resumed the activities of
the publishing house under its new and
symbolic name, Editorial Nacional Gabriela Mistral. Nevertheless, a high level
of self-censorship and fascism existed
amongst its authors, who faced the vital
fear of disappearing, and thus started to
fake certain bourgeois affiliations and
find creative strategies of visibility to
exert criticism. It was in that context of
repression and cultural censorship that
Zurita and other poets, like Juan Luis
Martínez Holger, developed visual poetry
in extraordinary media such as airspace,
street performances and conceptual exercises on paper, demonstrating that formal
experimentation could be a tool to mask
social criticism. This is how Purgatory
finds critical outputs through its relations
with science, and through mathematical
formulas associated with images, intertextual theorems and humorous games
with psychiatry, such as the books opening lines: “my friends think I am mad
because I burned my cheek.” What could
have been initially understood as a mere
formal game of gender— in Spanish,
mad is gendered in the feminine, making it a funny line— ends up hiding the
subversive image of Chile as a nation,
personified in the feminine, wounded by
the fire of censorship.
6.
For a while it was thought that the poet
Alberto Ruiz-Tagle had multiple identities, like Carlos Wieder, Emilio Stevens
or Carlos Ramírez Hoffman. Nevertheless recent findings on the Chilean dictatorship’s espionage tactics have revealed
countless anecdotes exposing the dark
past of Milton Friedman’s neoliberal
experiment in that southern hemisphere
country.
During the Cold War, Chilean Race
(Raza Chilena, 1904), a book by Nicolás
Palacios affirming that Chileans are not
Latinos, but rather the mixture of Visigoths (Europeans) and Mapuches (South
Americans) was the literary material
that embraced the infiltration of Aryan
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groups who felt they identified with the
visceral nature of Chile’s inhabitants. It
was during that migration period that the
Hoffman and Wieder families arrived. Of
the latter, the following variations were
found: Weiters, Weiter, Weider, Weitters,
Weitter, Weiterse, Wieters, Wieter, Weiterr and Weiterrs. While Stevens’s genealogy comes from the Hellenic world,
filtered by Great Britain and arriving to
Chile through the sympathies between
Thatcher and Pinochet.
Hoffman, Wieder, Stevens and RuizTagle practiced poetry in unorthodox
ways, through their affiliation with the
CNI (Central Nacional de Informaciones, National Central for Information)
and undertaking sublime acts against
left-wing militants with whose bodies
they exerted the visual poetry that their
colleagues, such as Juan Luis Martínez
exerted on paper. It should be noted
that visual poetry resorts to the absurd
through the fragmentation of meaning,
dislocation, non-linear time, and the
disintegration of bodies and sentences
that would ordinarily be constructed left
to right and top to bottom.
The four poets form a particular
group, The Alianza Nueva Vida Chilena
(ANV-CH, New Chilean Life Alliance),
a collective that never published a single
text, and whose only actions were to
make the enemy disappear. To hide his
group and its aesthetic investigations,
they pretended to be sapos (toads), a
common practice in which fascist sympathizers worked as informants through
their civilian activities. In this way,
they appeared in society as charismatic
university students, while in private
they created a rough portfolio of visual
poetry with human capital, exceeding the
complexity of the performative works of
Viennese Actionists like Otto Muehl, or
Bob Flanagan in his last moments.

7.
It has been noted that the actions of
some of the artists, filmmakers and poets
after the Chilean military coup could be
understood as the appropriation of certain
military tactics that might even remind us
of the repressive methods of the regime
they were denouncing. One example is
the renowned poet, Raúl Zurita’s digging
of trenches in the desert. Of the CADA
group, we find the use of newspapers to
infiltrate subversive messages, the use of
planes as a propaganda method to throw
pamphlets from the air, or the successful massive campaign of NO+ that has
even had media sequels thirty years later
in contemporary Mexico. Moreover, in
the Wieder/Zurita/Bolaño case, it is still
uncertain who copied whom, since Carlos
Wieder made his controversial poetic
action over the skies of Santiago in the
first years of the dictatorship in the seventies and Raúl Zurita did it only well into
the eighties, then these acts were finally
narrated during the nineties by the fiction
writer Roberto Bolaño.
During World War II, psychological
warfare had an almost scientific boom,
as in the tests that included sharpshoot-

ers methodically assassinating the first
enemy soldier who was a step ahead of
his contingent, to name one example.
These experiments continued throughout
the conflicts associated with the Cold
War, where enemy morale was fought
against with flyers falling from the sky
containing provocative threats against
the opponent’s superiority. Almost at the
same time, when Pinochet’s dictatorship
had just begun, some Chilean artists, poets, and painters also recurred to aerial
technology as a method of political and
aesthetic exploration.
CADA (Colectivo de Acciones de
Arte, Art Actions Collective) integrated
by Raúl Zurita, Fernando Barcells,
Damiela Eltit, Lotty Rosenfeld and Juan
Castillo was founded in 1979. They
were behind the 1981 “Ay Sudamérica”
action, which memorialized the September 11th bombing of Moneda, the
seat of Salvador Allende’s government,
by throwing 400,000 flyers from the air
with a text on the relationship between
art and society, inviting Chileans to expand their life horizons as a creative act.
“We are artists,” the CADA flyers read,
“but each man who works for the expansion, if only mental, of his life space, is
an artist.” Raúl Zurita’s individual work
is now the most well known of all its
members. Especially with The New Life
(1994) a volume consisting of over 400
pages and 12 years of work. Most of the
texts are defined through their condition
as anecdotes and events that define the
foundation of southern Chile (the 10
dreams of the inhabitants of the Silva
Henríquez camp), while others correspond, according to Oscar Galindo, to an
“eternal lyrical flux that spans the birth
of the rivers, their arrival into the sea
and their ascension into the heavens.”8
8.
Eugenio Dittborn was another Chilean
artist who perceived this atmosphere
as a politicize-able resource. During
8

Registro y Transcripción Testimonial en la
Poesía Chilena Actual.
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the eighties he made a series of airmail
paintings, which he folded up and placed
in envelopes to send to other cities to be
unfolded and exhibited. The aestheticpolitical act was found in the folds that
resulted from the mailing of these paintings, in Dittborn´s words, “like a poisonous powder hidden there.”9
CADA, Zurita and Dittborn amongst
others, bear witness to the dictatorship’s
fascism from the skies. Nevertheless it
was only Carlos Wieder who took the
sociopolitical testimony to an extreme,
the tautology of evil: being the one who
replicated the crimes of the dictatorship
through his poetry and murders, as well
as from the sky, when he wrote sentences
from the bible in the air to demoralize
those who resisted the Military Junta’s
government.

9.
Research made before our first trip to
Chile in September 2013, into the world
of Chilean literature, had found that
crouching behind Carlos Wieder’s figure
is Mariana Callejas, who organized the
infamous literary workshop at a house
9

Interview with Sean Cubbit, “Entrevista
aeropostal”, Mapa: Airmail Paintings /
Pinturas aeropostales, 1994.
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in Lo Curro, legitimated by the presence
of the important writer, Enrique Lafourcade, but underwritten by the dictatorship’s secret police, the feared DINA
(National Intelligence Directorate),
which simultaneously used the house as
a detention and torture center.
In Callejas’ literary workshop,
located on the third and last floor of the
house, attendees discussed their texts but
also drank Pisco Sour, ate churrascos
and danced to ABBA all night long, thus
defying the curfew imposed by the military junta. But while this took place, one
floor below Michael Townley, Callejas’s
husband, was trying out lethal Sarin
nerve gas on rats and rabbits—with the
elimination of the opposition in mind—
in what is now known as the secret Andre Project and whose first human victim
was the poet Luis Waldo Silva Caunic.
In addition to this, in other places of the
house, members of the secret service interrogated, tortured and murdered their
political enemies, perhaps to the beat of
disco music.
A few years later, Townley and Callejas became famous when their involvement in various terrorist acts came to
light, including the double-homicide of
General Carlos Prats and his wife Sofía
Cuthbert, in Buenos Aires, in 1974.
After that act, Callejas accompanied
her husband on other missions. Callejas
travelled with her DINA name, Rebecca
VivarVivanco, at the beginning of 1975
to Mexico City on a mission to eliminate Pinochet adversaries. Amongst her
targets were Allende’s widow, Hortensia Bussi, Carlos Altamirano, a socialist,
and VolodiaTeitelboim, a communist, but
the mission turned out to be a complete
fiasco. She also accompanied Townley
on the mission to assassinate Orlando
Letelier and his secretary Roni Moffit
on September 21st, 1976 in Washington. It was for this crime that Townley
would come to fall in the hands of the
U.S. justice, extradited to Chile in 1978
then extracted from the country by FBI
agents. That is also when Callejas’s idyll
with the Military Junta ended.

Roberto Bolaño has written about
Callejas in By Night in Chile, Pedro
Lemebel has also written about her in
Las Orquídeas Negras de Mariana
Callejas (o El Centro Cultural de la
DINA) and so has Carlos Iturre in Caída
en Desgracia. In the words of author
Gonzalo Contreras, who participated in
the workshop at Lo Curro when he was
young, the mystification surrounding
Callejas is due to the fact that Chilean
literature has such few characters as
psychotic as she was: someone who is
both genuinely a writer and at the same
time a secret service agent. “I am not an
expert in psychiatry and I don’t know
the exact term, but Callejas personality is
absolutely dissociated. She had the faculty
to live two completely different lives, even
parallel and antagonistic ones,” Contreras
concludes.
Information sources on the writer
Enrique Lafourcade, sick with Alzheimer
and famous for his book White Dove,
fail to mention his involvement in the
infamous Lo Curro workshop during
the seventies. Nevertheless when faced
with the historical, political and literary
Chilean problem between the Left and
the Right, poet Bruno Vidal, self-defined
as the last Pinochetist and who some
compare to the feared Carlos Wieder,
said in an interview with the Mercurio
newspaper on March 18th, 2001: “Politically, I realized that the only way of
being decent in Chile was by taking sides
with the adversary.”
In 2012 the play El Taller opened in
Chile. This was Nora Fernández’s first
dramatic work, and presented by Lo
Fuso Theater Company based on what
happened in Lo Curro.

10.
In 2006 news about the vast personal
library Pinochet had amassed was made
public. He had around 55,000 books on
history, geography, economics and military culture, at an estimated value of approximately 3 million dollars. Amongst
the many antique works he treasured are
Relación del Último Viaje de Magallanes de la Fragata S.M. Santa María
de la Cabeza, 1788; two copies of La
Araucana dated 1733 and 1776; a first
edition of the Histórica Relación del
Reino de Chile dated 1646; an Ensayo
Cronológico para la Historia General
de la Florida, of 1722; a Compendio de
Historia Civil and Geografía Natural
printed in 1795 and 1788 respectively;
and a book of travels to the south seas
and the coasts of Chile and Peru, published in 1788. Nevertheless not a single
book of fiction or literature was to be
found, with the exception of one book
of poems, El Rigor de la Corneta, by
Arturo Givovich, a classic of military
literature.
His purchasing of books started
before he came to power. In his Sworn
Declaration of Property, which took
place on September 21st, 1973, ten days
after the coup, he declared owning a
personal library worth 750 000 escudos,
corresponding to over 12,000 dollars.
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Some antique copies bearing the Ex
libris stamps of Lieutenant or Assistant
Major Augusto Pinochet Ugarte are preserved from that time, such as Geopolitics (1968) and La Guerra del Pacífico:
Campaña de Tarapacá (1972), two
books penned by him which had a certain influence in the military world.
What is considered to be Latin
America’s largest private library lacks any
artistic value. The few items that could be
rescued are a couple of copies of military
poetry books, or, as has recently been discovered, copies of magical realism books
such as La Aventura de Miguel Littín,
Clandestino en Chile (1986), which portray of the nation the General controlled.
The story is based on an interview its author, Gabriel García Márquez, had with
filmmaker Miguel Littín, who was exiled
in Mexico and Spain during twelve years
prior to deciding to come back to Chile
to shoot a documentary on the resistance.
Littín was amongst the list of people who
could not enter his country, so he used
camouflage strategies to play the part
of a conservative foreign entrepreneur.
The novel starts with the planning of
the shoot, Littín’s arrival in Chile and
continues following him in his travels
around Chile, where he films different
characters who oppose the dictatorship.
García Márquez introduces his characteristic breaks in temporality to narrate the
adventure, offering his readers a perspective on the tension and the dangers faced
by the filmmaker in hiding.
When the book was first printed, it
is known that the fascist regime burnt at
least 15,000 copies on November 28th,
1986 in Valparaiso—the same fate as
that of thousands of other titles during
the early years of the dictatorship.
11.
The lawyer José Maximiliano Díaz is also
Bruno Vidal. Vidal, Bruno, El Negro, is
a poet that unfolds, mixing both political poles: the radical languages of both
Right and Left. In an interview, he
explains that when the military regime
still existed, he was a left-wing person,
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but when democracy was instated, he
became right-wing. That’s the moment
when he realized that he was the last
Pinochetist poet. On this ambivalent
political position, this ongoing change
of shirts, he has uttered what I qualify
as a paradox: “Politically, I realized that
the only way of being decent in Chile
was by taking sides with the adversary.”
This position is, in the words of Roberto
Merino, “something premeditated, elaborated through smoke and mirrors.” Vidal
positions his voice from the perspective
of the torturer to redeem the tortured in
two books: Arte Marcial and, ten years
later, Libro de Guardia.
His last books opens thus: “Aquí la
luz de los reflectores/ No le hará daño /
Se usará sólo en la producción / de efectos escénicos/ -Relájese compadre-.”10
After this presentation, we could think
that Bruno Vidal is the staging of an effect.
A disquieting effect, because it confuses;
an effect with which it is impossible for
us to know whom we really face since he
plays his game very well, he is in control.
Nevertheless our correspondence
with Bruno Vidal also shows a certain
vulnerability (all caps are his):
PARDON THE QUESTION, ARE
YOU COMING ON YOUR OWN OR
THROUGH SOME LOCAL AGENCY?
The question can be understood as
the need to understand what team we’re
playing on, which shows that he is guarded. But perhaps he only prepares the
game he will play with us, his discourse,
which would mean that in truth, behind
the apparent humility of the question, he
is a strategist, a performer who proposes
the following in his poetry:
Estoy encantado de estar escribiendo una de las obras/ más
singulares de la poesía chilena /
de estos últimos decenios/ A veces
me pregunto qué saco yo con toda
esta faena/ de pastor empuñando
10 “Here, the reflector’s light/ will not hurt you/
it will be used only/ for the sake of theatrical
effects/ Relax, buddy.”

un arma de fuego/ Personalmente,
una cuota narcisista/de alto valor
nutritivo, en eso que el lenguaje
banal/ llama “autoestima”/ Aparte
de eso, Sangre, Sudor y Lágrimas/
Por favor, admitan esta disgresión
de pareceres azarosos/ Me concierne en la piel la voluptuosidad/
del Autoritarismo Chileno/ Tan en
boga, tan proclive a un imperativo
categórico/ insalvable para la mayoría de mis compatriotas.11
Bruno Vidal is the personification/
embodiment of a double-discourse that
is perfectly calculated and structured,
at least in terms of the media. Perhaps
what he finds scary is that we will come
to Chile to film him from an outsider’s
perspective. We will come without the
intimate understanding of the Chilean
political game –his game—with questions
that might be uncomfortable for him. And
therefore, he might not be able to control
his answers, directing their meaning and
their sense, as he usually does.
His worry makes me wonder, what
agency are we working for?
The Ghost Bureau…
Later on, Vidal replies:
“I am happy to hear from you…I
understand better now…you will be a
few feet away from the Plaza de Armas
in Santiago and only a few steps from
the subway…God willing the books
will arrive and you can tell me your first
impression. I am sorry to be so candid,
but I think that this is essential for us
to understand each other in a more
productive way. Your reading of me, your
11 I am thrilled to be writing one / of the most
singular works of Chilean poetry / of the last
decade / Sometimes I ask myself what do I
get / out of all these tricks / of a shepherd
with a firearm / Personally, a narcissist
quota / of high nutritional value, that which
banal language / calls “self-esteem” /
Aside from that, Blood, Sweat and Tears /
Please accept this digression of hazardous
appearance / My skin is concerned
with the voluptuousness / of Chilean
Authoritarianism / So much in fashion,
so inclined to a categorical imperative /
insuperable for the rest of my compatriots.

qualified reading, will have a very antiendogamous effect. I am interested in the
reading you will give my books outside
of Chile… Anyway, dear friend, I intuit
we will understand each other and keep
going… a fraternal salute, Bruno…”
In the opinion of Gabriel Medina, a
Chilean academic, Vidal’s voice is that of
someone who is disenchanted with the
transition (or, as Pinochet would define
it, “the advent of democracy”). If we understand this poet from the perspective
of disenchantment, we could understand
that the collapse of the languages of the
Right-wing and Left-wing discourses is,
beyond all appearances, an anarchist
posture. If so, then José Maximiliano
Díaz is in truth an anarchist.
And if so, could we perhaps begin
our work?
12.
On September 10th a literary workshop
was formed in Mexico, with the intention of analyzing texts by Bruno Vidal,
Juan Luis Martínez, Roberto Bolaño and
others, so that during the second part of
the filming we might build a workshop in
Chile based on the aforementioned texts.
The idea of creating a literary workshop
supports the cognitive platform that the
actors will use.
Beyond the importance of experimenting and understanding the group dynamics of a literary workshop, the Mexican
workshop’s role is, first and foremost, to
compile and organize the written material
along with the information generated
(directly) during the first trip to Chile,
and thus enable the editing of a magazine
based on GRANTA Review of Literature
and Photography, which will be used as
the book that contains all the information
we need to make the movie.
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13.
IDEOLOGICAL CUBISM is an idea that
functions as a kaleidoscope of texts that
constantly point towards different ideological sides, from the Left, the Right and
also Third Way. Ideological Cubism does
not only include poems, it is a poetic act
in itself. It is the collision between texts
by Neruda and those by Serrano, between
those by Vidal and those by Zurita, all
broken up in the space of a page, like a
poem by Juan Luis Martínez but with
Nicanor Parra’s humor.
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#6
DIALOGUES
Carlos (CA) …………. Director
Elsa (EL) …………….. Scriptwriter
Philippe (PH) ……….. Actor
Millaray (MI) ……….. Actress
Jacinta (JA) ………….. Actress
Camilo (CM) ………… Actor
Manuela (MA) ………. Art director
Darío (DA) ………..... Camera
Claudio (CL) ………… Sound recorder
Antonia (AN) ……….. Director assistant
Peter (PE) …………… Sound recorder assistant
Francisca (FR) ………. Choreographer
Dancer 1 and 2
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SqUASH
– The 11th of November, 2013, from 10:00 a.m. to 11:00
a.m., Philippe and Millaray practiced pronouncing
onomatopoeias while playing a game of squash. Every time
they hit the ball, they made a sound. –

CARLOS: I’d like us to emphasize the sound, trying to
find a relation between the squash ball we’re playing with
and the onomatopoeias in the script, with the camera
catching general and specific angles. We could think of a
connection with Quebrantahuesos12 (Bonebreaker),

Take 1
Shot from outside the court.
We see the shadows of the people on the team.
Millaray appears unskilled: she can’t hit the ball, Philippe’s
drives scare her.
The ball ricochets off different walls, one after the other.
Millaray laughs and shakes her racket, looking at Philippe.
Philippe and Millaray talk, ball in hand, stroking it.
Millaray runs toward the corners.
Take 2
Philippe hits a hard drive and frightens Millaray.
Millaray and Philippe shout. Philippe shouts louder.
They begin to tire.
The ball enters and leaves the court.
Millaray and Philippe seem to be having fun.
Millaray falls on the floor, laughing.
Take 4
Without rackets, they pronounce onomatopoeias without
acronyms yet.
It begins to become apparent that the gesture of holding the
racket is turning into holding a knife.
Philippe emphasizes the gesture of the knife.
Take 5
Philippe on camera.
The gesture of the knives is explicit, but softer than the last
time. Strike.
They pronounce onomatopoeias and exhale a great amount
of air.
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for example, or with Diego Maquieira’s Annapurna.13
CLAUDIO: We could experiment with noises out of
context. I’m thinking of how players moan, or the
relation between laments and sounds of pleasure.
CA: Let’s also separate the microphone’s focus in two,
for the squash strike and the knife stab… Let’s start
12 “A broadsheet created by Nicanor Parra, Alejandro Jodorowsky and Enrique
Lihn, among others, at the beginning of the 1950s, displayed at public places in
Santiago. It was articulated around cut-outs of phrases and images that circulated
in newspapers and magazines, creating dynamic typographic headlines.” (Kottow,
2010. Riffo, 2011. Kay, 1975).
13 Around 200 visual poems, created from photocopies of photographs intervened by
the Chilean poet Diego Maquieira, with brief texts written with markers and a whiteout pen. Annapurna is a section of the Himalayas in Nepal, it is a Sanskrit word that
translates a full of food.
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creating a sound archive with the sounds of logs, the
triangles, the gas tanks banging on the truck, the ships
reaching their port, and any other we can come up with.

CA: We can use the language we’ve created with the
acronyms of Chilean political and artistic groups, the
ones that were created during the dictatorship, like MIR
and CADA,

CL: The port’s elevator cables.
PHILIPPE: I propose we work at night.
– During lunch there is talk about the texts that will make
up the script, through a compassed visual and auditory
register, to understand the texts as musical scores between
the actor’s speech and the writing. Claudio suggests
thinking about the symbolism of concrete music scores and
of different ways of recording, according to the distance
between the emitter and the receiver, while Carlos talks
about the blank page, like the frame of a shot, to delimit
the inside and outside of the camera. –

and we can bring in external sources to our research.
PHILIPPE: That’s clear enough: it’s an invented language
until something else comes up.

CARLOS, ELSA, PHILIPPE

CA: Elsa is putting together a collage of phrases,

– On the evening of November 11th, 2013, Carlos, Elsa
and Philippe got together to talk about the creation of the
dialogue. –
CARLOS: The camera is going to be a space and a
stage. We also have to think of something special for
Camilo, since the other actors have rather large roles.
On the other hand, it’s important we keep in mind the
musicality of each phrase and the relation of the text to
the actors.
ELSA: That which is spoken comes from the body, like
what happened during rehearsal. The acronyms begin to
become a device.
CA: The phrases can’t be too long.
EL: I’ve started to see spoken language.
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taken from the manifesto and from Chilean poetry.14
We hope that with Antonia’s text the film lasts for an
hour and twenty minutes.
PH: We should be wary of aphorisms because they’re
closed. We should have open texts so that the sense
doesn’t flow in one single direction.
CA: Philippe, your role will be that of the master
philosopher; you will illuminate and create the
structure. Claudio, Millaray and Jacinta must repeat
your words and understand your lines of dialogue
like, Misunderstanding is the Devil… Everyone will
assimilate it differently so that the words remain in the
echo. The first part of the manifesto can be read in the
forest, the other somewhere else.
EL: I’ve noticed that the sentences can be used by
cutting the words.
CA: Let’s imagine three structural parts to the film
we’re making: the narrative (introduction, five points
and a conclusion); the time (morning, afternoon and
night); the space (forest, estuary, beach and house).
Not necessarily in a linear order. On the other hand, we
should be conscious of the fact that the narrative sense
of the story is different from the practical order in which
we film it. Antonia will be in charge of the latter. Though,
in the end, it’s a matter of dislocating structures, and
creating the sense that events are repeating themselves
all the time, like echoes or reflections.
EL: Philippe will speak the phrases I’m working on, so
that the other characters can start to learn them.
CA: Agreed, but think of them as “song and chorus”.
The chorus is whoever repeats what was just said.
Maybe at the end, they’ll start to make their own words.

14 For eight months prior to shooting, Carlos Amorales’ studio researched Chilean
poetry written during Augusto Pinochet’s dictatorship, under the premise of the
ideological indistinction of the text, between Left and Right, a position later called
ideological cubism by Amorales. The studio wrote a manifesto around the new term
and transformed the research into poetic resources for the creation of the script.
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ONOMATOPOEIAS
– The morning of November 12th 2013, the actors
exercised their pronunciation of acronyms as
onomatopoeias. –

Take 1
M: The awareness of the act of speech.
P: We have to let go, we mustn’t hold back.
M: To be able to pass from a normal line of dialogue to a
stutter.
P: Manifesto.
M: That it manifests, that there is nothing hidden behind.
P: There is much hidden behind. It is not human logic, it is
more divine, more
absolute. I know what the logic is. I try to transmit it,
but you cannot understand it.
Millaray is divine, she manifests herself and can change form.
Camilo seems skeptical.
Millaray starts to move her head, trying to follow Philippe.
She smiles.
Jacinta just watches.
M:
P:
M:
J:

Earth.
Rrrth.
Raja.
Oggg. Pooooog.

Jacinta keeps making noise and coughs.
M:
J:
C:
P:

Mani.
Mani.
Mani.
Rrrrrrruuuuuu.

Millaray moves her arms.
Jacinta laments.
Camilo intervenes, always the calmer. He raises his arm.
Philippe directs with his hand.
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Take 5
Gathered in a circle.
Millaray and Camilo reach out their hands.
Jacinta covers her face.
Philippe is standing in a single place, directs Jacinta with his
hand.
The three stand before Jacinta.
J: Estu
P: Map
J: Nap
Everybody babbles.
M: Din mir.
Everyone: Mir… Ishashh…
Millaray babbles and looks at Jacinta. They seem to argue.
P: YAAAAAAAAA!

PHILIPPE: In general, it’s better to be lower.
CLAUDIO: As long as the outside permits it.
PH: Will we be working with wireless microphones?
CL: If we have to. The boom is better because it’s more
punctual. You can tell the difference between what you
perceive and what is captured by the microphone.
PH: What might be the problems?
CL: There are none.

helps, all the characters are gods and don’t have a clear
language. They’re not intelligible, the words are vestiges
we dig up, like jewels in a ruin.
CL: Does this language use words? Like language?
PH: What we created, mir, fach, mapu, for us has a
secret meaning, but they’re also just sounds. It’s an
invitation from the words. It’s the way.
CL: There is a dialogue.
PH: We’re not animals, we’re Gods, so everything is
allowed. Did you get what I did with the triangle?
CL: There is a communication that is made manifest and
which causes sensations, without the use of language.
Sometimes I can’t understand these sensations because
I’m more worried about the technical side, about
capturing the sound, more than about understanding
the context. I don’t know what the camera saw, but this
expressivity that is not human yet passes through the
human works for me because there is an exteriority to
the human, through expression. We find non-human
sonority that manifests something identifiable in these
expressions. Being out of context is a possibility. The
physical and visual expression said something different
from the sound. I see an ideological cubism in this
sense of confusion.
PH: We’re searching for things that aren’t strange, but
that give you very specific yet indescribable sensations.
Several different and unidentifiable things allow you
to build something. You don’t know what it is, but
something is built.

CL: It’s just a question of establishing the translation, if
it’s corporal, of how to understand it in sounds.

CL: Today’s tendencies in the audiovisual field
look toward a minimalism of expression. But what
we’re doing here is different. I feel like I’m making
conventional cinema, but the context interacts with the
audiovisual element. I’d like to see what is edited to be
more aware. In Amsterdam15 for example, you can see

PH: Things will work themselves out as we go. If it

15 Amsterdam (2013). Fiction film written by Carlos Amorales and Reinaldo Laddaga.
Directed by Carlos Amorales.

PH: It’s perception.
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something is being constructed, but in reality its just
sensations. It’s germane to art. Film suggests a third
layer of depth. A contrast that produces sense.
PH: We could try something different from what we did
at the squash court.

PHILIPPE: The camera will show us that. Bear in mind,
it’s not a matter of emotions, but of shapes in the lens.
CARLOS: Maybe like the form of Shiva’s face in Hindu
mythology, or like Hieronymus Bosch’s monsters…

CL: The sonority of the squash court was very particular.
PH: I wonder how we could incorporate the bodily
sounds. In other words, sounds, other than the voice,
made by the body.
CAMILO: Something happened but I don’t know if it
was intentional. You produced some sounds with a
resonance similar to some pre-Columbian rituals. Was
that a coincidence?
PH: It wasn’t a coincidence. But I can’t control it.
Shamans do that. A Siberian singer could make sound
go in several directions. I don’t know how.
CA: There are musicologists who work on preColumbian music. They study the sounds that produce
other sounds. I can capture the sound of corporality. You
can record the body interacting, like walking, crashing.
I can include that sonority in the shot. For example, in a
giant shot with the sea in the background, I can highlight
your voice.

KATAJJAq
– Meeting with the actors. November 12th, 2013,
10:00 a.m. –
JACINTA: Hey, Philippe, now that we’re in the forest,
when do you consider there might be something
valuable?

I understand that we’ll be working with multiple forms,
but not like a Frankenstein, more like a certain type of
monstrous space creature, prior to culture. Is that why
we’re talking about a very formal kind of acting?... We
should think about how to work on emotionality, in its
relation to the physical and the spoken. Maybe it’s a
matter of making a mix and creating something from
there.
ANTONIA: But those things appear.
CA: At times, the form one thinks one sees is really in
one’s head. I think we should be more like dancers: they
can’t concentrate on the movements, rather they have
to find a way of working. It’s not an emotional state; it’s
more like making faces and gestures. Sorry, what we
need isn’t the monstrous, it’s not the idiot or the animal,
it’s something closer to mythological beings. You’ll live in
the forest. You’ll come to a house, but you’re really from
the forest. You’re real and not real. You’re postmodern
elves. We have to work on your performativity over the
course of these days. Not just feeling, but with everyone
discovering their own form. Watching each other might
be valuable. Inspiring each other.
MILLARAY: You can see the path from the first
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directions. There is a direction from the beginning to
what we’re doing now.
CA: It’s because we`ve moved from intention to action.
I felt it in the squash exercise.

CA: We can all look up where these mythologies come
from. Where there were jungles we find one type of god,
and where there were deserts, another. This is the space
I speak of. It’s not logical. It’s inexplicable.
MI: Let’s use language to try to access laughter.

MI: The action occurs, and one doesn’t know where it
comes from. A part of us is alert, and each one of us
goes as far as we can in that freedom.
CA: I’d like to explore all of your performativity through
laughter. For example, I know a basic, playful, and
grotesque Eskimo game, where in order to win, the
players have to make the funniest face and make
the others laugh. This sensibility of laughter and the
grotesque is something that exists in other cultures,
like the cheeky, cross-eyed faces of Japanese demons;
in the generalization of the spiritual and the divine of
any god; in schizophrenia; in the monstrousness of fish
fucking, and more.
MI: That’s clear enough. We could say that it’s a matter
of working without morals, but without being monkeys.
Like insects, perhaps?
CA: Insects are very serious.
There are also Eskimo voice games that become mantras
and can last for hours, with the players in a trance.16
I propose this game, but in a very simple format. The
anthropological meaning of the original games doesn’t
matter. Something more basic. Like reclaiming a deeply
primitive language. This way we’ll be able to find forms
and develop them.
MI: It seems like the examples you’re offering are
vestiges of civilization, as if the universal figure of the
master were forced to go through a cerebral explanation,
when it’s a question of a monkey complicating
something that is much more animal and brutal.
16 Katajjaqor inuit throat singing is a form of musical performance uniquely found among
the Inuit. It is characterized by playful, diphonic singing, usually practiced by two
women who face each other usually in a standing position and holding each other’s
arms. The game ends when each one of the two runs out of breath or laughs. Although
throat singing is above all a kind of game, the players are evaluated according to the
quality of the sounds produced, and according to their resistance. (Wikipedia)
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KATAJJAq CONTINUES
– Midday, November 12th, 2013, the actors play at making
faces at each other to make each other laugh, to break the
ice, based on the Eskimo game Katajjaq. –

Take 1
Millaray
Her voice changes a lot.
Veins pop out of her arms.
She easily changes from one situation to the next.
She uses elements that come out of her mouth.
Suddenly she is tragic.
She began to look at every one, she resolved the situation by
pulling little balls out of her chest.
She plays with her legs, she comes apart. She easily attains
the absurd.
She goes from very strong and profound actions to the witty,
funny, and absurd.
Take 2
Jacinta
She’s like a monster that wants to be sensual.
Her nose works very well.
She makes many little gestures with her mouth.
She projects the obscenity of sensuality and flirting.
She is a little monster, horrible, that looks at herself in the
mirror and every time is even more horrible.
Take 3
Camilo
He looks like a monster just emerged from the forest.
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He played with the contortions of his skin and little animals.
He is frenetic.
He acted as if his head were being crushed with a vice while
he uttered I love you… I love you.
He changed quickly from one situation to the next.
CARLOS: The Eskimo game is not about creating a
character, but rather different moments that come
together. Grant this exercise a certain naturalness and
you yourselves will perceive where you are. We, on the
other hand, will know each one of your positions. We
can return to this exercise, to use objects and create
situations.
PHILIPPE: We must think about the beginning and the
end of the exercise.

Of all the elements that already exist in those places,
we will choose the ones to be used as tools.
MI: It will be as if one’s dimension entered into dialogue
with things for the first time… With violence.
CA: We could reuse objects we’ve already used, the
instruments especially. So that everybody begins to
have their own elements.
PH: We will encounter rhythms, articulations, intensities,
heat, cold. Although one improvises, one knows what
all that passes through. One could identify it all so as to
write it, even if only abstractly.
CA: How would you write it?
JACINTA: Creating sheet music.

CA: Right, to conclude it, not just let it be.
PH: Everyone must have his own.
MILLARAY: One cannot transform everything, any
mistake, any act of imbecility, everything.
CA: The beginning will be the causing of laughter.
CAMILO: It’s a demand on yourself, because you no
longer know what you will laugh about.
CA: In a few days we’ll be in the deserted landscapes of
Tunquén.

CA: We need steps. These aren’t cycles, they’re more
like moments. Let them be devices. We could watch
what we recorded and write down certain moments, give
them a name, so that we might come to say “position
AH4 please…”
JA: It won’t be that difficult because the shots are
always associated with moments.
CLAUDIO: When everyone interacts, there is a kind of
communication beyond what is comprehensible. A kind
of nonsense occurs from the perspective of sound.
CA: Do you think an instrument can help generate
meaning?
PH, CL: Yes.
CA: Like setting something to music.
PH: Maybe we should look at it like that. Let’s speak of
a score that can be read in rhythms and phrases… it’s
very sonic.
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MI: What we did earlier left me with a synesthetic
sensation that works rhythmically.
PH: That sense of synesthesia will lead you to ruptures,
articulations.
CA: The previous exercise functioned more like a
volumetric body. However, the second time we did it, the
camera made itself felt more forcefully.

Exercise 2
Philippe strikes the harp soundlessly.
Keeps playing.
.;.;.;.;.;.;.;.;.;.;.;.;.; .
MANUELA: Someone entering a temple.
CLAUDIO: A clock, a machine, a bread machine.

ANTONIA: It was like a casting.
PHILIPPE: It was a temple clock striking twelve.
JA: I thought of looking pretty for the casting.
MI: One can jump from the plane of signification to
cause laughter. Jumping over morality and conscience
that controls you. One laughs at movies and so many
other things, and it’s all part of what one does.

Exercise 3
Philippe plays the harp almost imperceptibly.
The rhythms appear little by little.
,, ´,, ´´,, ´´,,´ ```````

– Later, on November 12th, 2013, at 7:00 p.m., Philippe
made several sounds with a mouth harp. Manuela and
Claudio would interpret them, trying to guess what
Philippe was trying to communicate. –

MANUELA: Someone going mad.
CLAUDIO: A race.
PHILIPPE: It was whatever.

Exercise 1

Exercise 4

Philippe makes monotonous sounds, with
variations.
Regular volume.

Philippe plays a single tone, fast, with air.
It lowers until it disappears, rises, returns to the
monotone.

…´..´..´´´….´.´..´´…. . . . . . . .

... .... . ......

MANUELA: A ship arriving. A harlequin, a game
with balls, a robot going crazy.

MANUELA: An uncomfortable situation.
Someone giving instructions.

CLAUDIO: A plane. Leaks, synthesizer.

CLAUDIO: Conversation from afar and close up.

PHILIPPE: That was a conversation between
baby chicks. Pigeons.

PHILIPPE: It was to repeat two words to
someone who then repeats it to someone else
more or less correctly.
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MAKING THE CAMERAMAN LAUGH

CA: I can imagine her acting like a drunk seductress.

– After dinner, November 12th, 2013, around 10:00 p.m.,
the actors stood before the camera to try to make the
cameraman laugh with their grotesque gesticulations. –

EL: She pulls it off, conveys it to you.
CA: She’s like a peasant, dirty, close to the earth.
PH: It’s like Millaray is up in a tree.

CARLOS: That was a very good rehearsal, very funny. I
felt it was based in the psychological. I was particularly
impressed by Jacinta’s faces, when she became a
rough, primitive woman.

EL: Camilo made me think of a stone man.

ELSA: There was something sexual about it.

AN: He is the most mistrustful, but he slowly becomes
more and more enthusiastic. He devotes himself.

CA: He made some interesting faces, but I didn’t like his
baby face at all.

CA: Like an uninhibited Eve, very well developed. I liked
the sense of humor in Millaray’s performance. From
Camilo, I like the idea he tried to develop, but external
points of reference are still far too present.
PHILIPPE: Cartoons, tricks.

CUT-UP

CA: I very much like the story Jacinta invented.

– November 13th, 2013, Carlos, Philippe, and Elsa got
together at breakfast to talk about the shape of the script. –

EL: But she can go much further.
CA: She offered something very strong, grotesque.
EL: Millaray went from the naïve little girl to something
else, but I felt like the former remained.
CA: Millaray is already a creature of the forest… I
imagined doing something with Jacinta in a hair salon.
I wanted to discuss that with you. Go to a shopping
mall and get some shots of mirrors, in a hair salon, with
painted nails.
ANTONIA: Millaray is very strange.
CA: Millaray constructs a lot from inside. She always
has something on her mind.
EL: Jacinta doesn’t consider the rest of her body.
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CARLOS: Do you remember Parra, Lihn, and
Jodorowsky’s Quebrantahuesos (Bonebreaker)? There,
sense is constantly created, it’s always new. I think that
can be the method for directing the film.
PHILIPPE: Yes, and also from Quebrantahuesos we
can learn a way of talking about the style of ideological
cubism. With the words themselves, one could invent
something close to Quebrantahuesos, with changes
in the words. One single phrase can be an ideological
cubist phrase. Is that what we’re looking for?
CA: Elsa proposed speaking with half words,
half onomatopoeias. With rhythms, keeping the
understanding of the words. I feel like if we used the
manifesto we wrote some time ago in Mexico, as such,
it would be too banal and pedantic. Let’s start now
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with magazines and newspapers. I feel like with those
phrases we can make a Quebrantahuesos. Let’s take
newspaper headlines and put them together.
PH: A single phrase with five words.
CA: Five word sentence after five word sentence. Like
Burroughs used to do with the Cut-ups.17
ELSA: Are you suggesting starting with a sentences and
then changing the order of the words?
PH: El Quebrantahuesos is composed of sentences, like
the pages of a newspaper.

GODS
– The team gathered on the afternoon of November 13th,
2013, to talk about the exercise the actors had just carried
out, in which each one had to focus his attention on the
movement of a candle’s flame, and from there build a
character. –

PHILIPPE: I felt it was harder to accomplish what we’d
rehearsed earlier.
JACINTA: I had the same feeling.

CA: For example, there’s a headline about the Pope
arriving in Chile and then something about insecticide.
There the resources are limited. Your resources,
Philippe, will be the notes we’ve taken, the research
material about Chilean poetry during the dictatorship,
and the manifesto on ideological cubism. From there we
can create a clear method.

CARLOS: Was it the candles, or what?

EL: It’s not pure invention, it’s a matter of working with
those resources, since poetry was born with death.

JA: There were too many elements.

CA: The great laughter was born with death.
PH: Maybe for each actor we need to range-trait. To
distinguish him.
CA: Millaray made noises all the time and Jacinta didn’t.
Noises all the time isn’t a good thing.
EL: More than noises, Jacinta was trying out different
languages.
CA: Let each one be on a path, so they can find vectors
that they’ll polish later.
17 In the 1950’s, William Burroughs began to practice the cut-up method, learned from
writer and painter Brion Gysin, and which consisted of the arbitrary reorganization
of phrases taken from diverse printed sources. Gysin also explored the cut-up with
voice recordings. The technique was also practiced by creators such as Tristan Tara
in the 20’s and Julio Cortázar in Rayuela (1963), among others. Burroughs believed
that the resulting phrases had the power to predict the future.
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CAMILO: In this exercise, everything came together and
I lost my concentration.
CA: You have to recreate the same dynamic of the
previous rehearsals, but working from the character.

CA: Of course, the shots with four characters are very
complicated because there is more chaos.
MILLARAY: Regarding difficulties, I felt like when we’ve
done things between us, tension hinges on what we
generate collectively. But now, it feels like the soft light
of the candles isn’t enough for what’s happening. The
work becomes more selfish. Everyone is conscious of
producing what’s needed… What we gain for ourselves
is lost in our common world.
CA: The aesthetic dimension is the final dimension.
Everything happens in relation to what is represented
there. Everything must be focused on the poetic space...
I orient the final reconstruction not toward what is
intrinsic to acting, but to what is visual.
JA: Beyond the energy we create, the dialogue flows
better when we focus on the quality of the voice.
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DA: I understand that what’s in the frame of the lens
is what’s going to be edited, and that sometimes the
bond between you is left out. Sometimes it’s a minimal
gesture, a tension in the movement, five centimeters
outside the frame. What I’m saying is that I sometimes
feel that the power transmitted by the group gets left
out. Speaking from the perspective of what’s in the
camera, I constantly felt the need to look for you in
the shots. The opposite happened to me with Philippe,
because he was following me.
MI: We understand that the work is constructed from
the film. The question, what’s happening to the actors?
is valid for conversation, but the object filmed by the
camera is what’s important.
CA: A lot will happen in simplicity, we must move
toward simplicity. This is an experience so that we know
what happens when there are so many elements, but
suddenly there will be scenes that are very simple. There
won’t be something happening all the time, every now
and then there will be a normality that rises and falls,
and then we will return to something complex. The game
of discrepancies will always be present.

and I can’t concentrate on just directing, but during
the final shoot I’ll be able to direct you and work on the
details. For now, everything will happen clumsily, like
babbling.
DA: The situation with the camera is more complicated.
You can guess its location from position, but just
perceive the light because of its heat and position.
CA: We have to establish directions, which way to go.
For example, today the lamp focuses the directions.
DA: At any point will they drink coffee, smoke? Will they
do anything normal?
CA: No. They have to discover the forest, the water, the
beach. I’m not interested in their coffee and cigarettes.
ELSA: They’re gods.

AN: It might be interesting to do exercises so that
the time of the movement begins to determine the
placement of the camera’s space. An action that
determines what happens around it, that then structures
the films aesthetic.

CA: Maybe we can have some shots of them entering
the water, where they play like gods. Our set right
now is very basic, four walls and a lamp, but when
we approach the dune we can open the shot, but they
won’t be drinking coffee… For me this is an exercise in
comprehension, everything is abstract until the moment
we’re on the rocks, at the estuary, the beach, with the
water and the logs. We don’t know… maybe they’ll act
freely, I don’t know… But what they’re learning here
must echo in the trees. We’re training now to reach that.

CM: My conflict isn’t with the camera, it’s in the loss of
concentration I feel as I learn the texts.

JA: When we situate ourselves in context, other things
will happen.

MI: We can do exercises with the camera, more like an
instruction to willfully follow than the director’s orders. It
might be better than building an entire image.
DA: When it’s filmed there’ll be a mark of that.

CA: If the game with the candles becomes expressive,
then it will become a device. For me, tomorrow is the
last training before traveling to the nature area where
we’ll film. The idea of bringing the instruments is a good
one, as long as you connect it to your performance.

CA: The discrepancy for me is that I understand the
game of naturalness, but it’s no use to me when we film.
We have to find a bridge between your naturalness and
the image in the lens. Now, I also function as the gaffer

MI: I don’t know if what one does is of any use, but I’m
confident that… There has been very little time, and
we’ve come up with a great deal already. The means
of resolving are very concrete in each of us, and these
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solutions start to build something in each of us.
CA: Tomorrow we can go over all the accessories we’ve
used. The visual result shouldn’t matter so much, but
the accumulative thought process should.
MI: A question for Carlos, Darío, or Antonia is: where to
put our intention? Is the light important for you?
DA: In my case, I found a lot of interesting material
during the rehearsals. Things happened that I didn’t
even expected.
CA: True, especially in accidents and mistakes. For
example, passing the lamp was great.
DA: Like yesterday, when we were talking about using
the candles and today, I didn’t expect it… It was great.
CM: That territory will give us confidence.
CA: For me, the progress has been taking you to a
formal point. You, Camilo, are already a güiro. In the next
few days I’ll see how much we can play. For example,
we’ll see how much can happen between two trees, we’ll
find a lot of richness and we’ll learn to play that. Also,
the instruments can give us another kind of sound.
MI: Forms are like a cricket. The güiro is like a frog.
CA: Imagine how the first güiro was discovered: some
human must have been gnawing away on a bone and
realized that the sound produced by the friction of his
teeth…

THE GREAT LAUGHTER
– Around 7:00 p.m., November 13th 2013, as they ate
a sandwich and drank some coffee, Peter and Philippe
talked about the translation of the script into sound that
Elsa constructed for Philippe. –
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PHILIPPE: –Pointing to a page with the visual layout of
the script–.
It’s a page, a square. There is a cut here. This word
descends, horizontally, this one rises a little, this one
drops. We can try to record that. The whiteness is
emptiness. It’s like trying to reproduce this square as a
sound, not as a page, but as a square.
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PETER: Are you going to say those words?
PH: Yes.

PE: I can put the fixed microphone in the center and you
move about the space, while you say the text. We could
“leave” that in the spatiality. As for the tone, that’s more
your decision. Rising and falling.

PE: I assume you won’t say that in a straight way.
PH: I’m going to read it in the visual sense, but I’ll only
try to say it as a title… I’m talking to you about how I
tried to transcribe the visual layout of the script into
sounds. It’s a square.

PH: We’re all heading in the same direction, on the same
road, because it is to, really, make that understood. The
spatiality and everything we do, we have to find it some
other way.
PE: Shall we start?

PE: We have to take it from here to the universe of sound.
PH: We’ll listen to it and begin to modify it.
PH: What kind of sound or recording? … I mean, what
are the sonic tools to help us understand this form?
PE: First we have to define the frame. Sonically… The
frame generally defines the environment. Here, for
example, you know this an interior space, not an exterior
one… We’ll record it here. In that interior, we’ll know
that because of the eco. The eco is particular and we’ll
be able to note the sounds that come from outside. We
can see this frame in this way. Now, how can we make
it move up and down? I think it has to do with whatever
you say.

– Later that same night, Philippe rehearsed the script,
moving his body and voice as is shown in the following
diagrams. –

PH: Yes, I can raise and lower my voice. But how could
you help me from outside myself?
PE: That’s what I’m thinking. The register is very
technical and I have to make sure it’s well recorded.
I can’t offer much here. It might be by choosing the
place, or by coming close and moving away from you,
recording the echo or your intimacy.
PH: I’ll read it all, and the only idea is to find that center.
The only goal is for that to be felt in the center.
PE: That gives me an idea, because that center can be
special, from the point of view of sound.
PH: Precisely. That’s the space. It looks like a title, but
it could be an interpretation. In real space –that– is in
different places – he points to those places–.
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The - - great - - sound - - is - - totally - - - - - suspicious
The - - great - - image - - is - - total - - ly - - suspicious
We - are - - building - - - - the - - woman’s - - chest
WILD 1
Mis - - understanding - - is - - the - - Devil
The - - voice - - is - - a - - territory
Death - - is - - a - - resource
Sincere - - emotion - - has - - a - - place - - with - no - - place
Freedom - - - can’t - - be - - heard
Thegreat - - - laughter - - - wasborn - - with - - - Death
One - - cannot - - limit - - - oneself
Power - - - lies - - - in - - the - - banality - - of - - evil - But - - it - - - has - - never - - built - - theworld
Thegreat - - sound - - is - - totally - - suspicious
Thegreat - - image - - is - - stotallysuspicious
Weare - - building - - theeee - - woman’s - - chest

PH: Peter, let me ask you something, can we mark the
cut like it says on the page?
PE: We could pause the file.
– Philippe says the following text.–
PH: I’ll make a signal and you pause it.
Misunderstanding is the Devil.
The voice is a territory.
Death is a resource.
Sincere emotion has a place with no place.
Freedom can’t be heard.

PE: I’ll press pause and mark my register, but when I
press play we’re going to lose a piece because of the
time it takes to start again… A cut will be felt in the
ambient sound, but we won’t feel the gap.
PH: We won’t feel the gap.

– The spaces left between words are an approximation of
the spaces left by Philippe while speaking.–
The - - great - - laughter - - was - born - - with - death
One - - cannot - - limit - - oneself
Power - lies - - in - - the - - banality - - of - - evil - - - - but - - it
has - - never - - built - - the - - world
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PE: It’s a challenge. Let me pull out a couple of
microphones while I think about it.
– After a couple of minutes.–
PE: Give me a line just to check.
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– Philippe reads the text. –

PE: What do you think? Maybe the masking gives itself
away too much… Let’s use the paper.

PE: How shall we solve the problem with the cut?

PH: Yes…
PE: Let’s try it with any text.

– Philippe stomps his foot rehearsing the cut. He says “cut”
when there is one. They do one more try. –
WILD 2
misunderstandingisthedevil
misunderstandingisthedevil –stomp–
thevoooooooice is a territory –stomp–
sinceremotionhasa place without a place
powerliesinthebanalityofevil –stomp–
butithasneverbuilttheworld
Thegreatsoundistotallysuspicious
Wearebuildingtheeeewoman’schest

PE: We’ve solved the space, but the beat… What do you
think about tearing a piece of paper?
PH: Yes, I thought of that.
PE: The size of the paper and how you cut through it
changes the temporal dynamic.
WILD 3
– Three microphones.
Same text.
Philippe moves through space and marks the cut with a
piece of paper.
Soft, not declamatory.
The paper falling is also noticeable.
Hesitates when he says “one cannot limit oneself”– .

LUNCH
– During lunch on November 14th, 2013, Carlos and
Philippe spoke about the remaining rehearsals when Elsa
arrived to get notes on the construction of the script. –

CARLOS: I’d like to start reading a mythical text
and work on it with the group. I also want to have a
focalization exercise, using the candle from that previous
rehearsal. The exercise is as much for the actors as it is
for the camera. Once the focalization is understood, we’d
remove the candle to rehearse with another light source,
like open windows, for example. This will allow us to
start to enter the forest. Afterward, I’d like to return to a
session with musical instruments, so that they bring us
to the mythical text. Philippe would you like that we do
the same exercise from today with Jacinta? I can induce
you and then put you together, create a new way of being
there through the improvisations between you both,
with a couple of directions. We’re going to work with the
group in the afternoon, and in the morning with Jacinta
and the candle, so that then she can work with you, in an
improvisation.
PHILIPPE: It might be good to do something with the
body in the afternoon.
CA: Right, to define the body more.
PH: You know, we’re working with close shots almost all
the time.
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CA: I know, because so far we’ve only rehearsed with
the decontextualized body movements. Once we reach
the forest that will change… For tomorrow’s rehearsal
we’ll work with instruments, candles, open shots and
fragments of the body. In the session with instruments
everyone will be standing. Everything will take place
while standing.
PH: That’s tomorrow. Saturday, with the dancers. What
about the afternoon?
CA: We can have a meeting and talk. It’s not about
spending a whole day improvising with four people.
Tomorrow would be more like a summary, to have a
feeling of what we’ve done so far. I think we need to
work on the texts. We need to rehearse with four and
with eight phrases.
– Elsa arrives.–

to have some simple instructions in and out of the shot,
just to give them a guide.
EL: Do you feel like we can create more text?
PH: I feel like there’s enough.
CA: Maybe Jacinta doesn’t have as many resources,
but she’s also very basic and it’s not necessary. We
gave Camilo something very complex when we wrote
his script in prose. His character utters truths. “A blow
to the balls” goes in several different directions. “We’re
really quite basic,” repeats itself. What you made for
Millaray is very nice. Philippe’s should also be felt…
Let’s work on the blocks so that they’re spoken with
neither beginning nor end.
EL: Camilo always does what he knows, he becomes
careless and speaks phonily. What we have to do is
divert his attention. He’s not going to memorize the
entire text I’m preparing for him…

ELSA: To imagine a situation.
CA: It’s not a situation.
EL: And if I use colors, besides the specific
compositions, to highlight the script? That can give the
characters an intentionality, a different conjunction.
CA: That sounds good. Any other questions?
EL: I felt certain things.
CA: We’ll work on the text at home, but I’m interested to
know what we’ll do tomorrow. I’ll work with Jacinta and
the candles, with that character she made. I can assign
her an improvisation directed toward introducing her
words. In the evening we’ll start a session with musical
instruments that will substitute for the text and will lead
into the focalization exercise with the candles. Then
we’ll take them away and open the window, to see how
it works with daylight. All the work will be done standing
up, to develop the bodily component. That’s why I want
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Is Jacinta’s structure like Millaray’s?

CA: Jacinta is very flat; she doesn’t rise or fall at all.
Maybe all of the phrases should be the same length.
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PH: Actors are like orators: they’re good for something
else, they’re no use in themselves.
CA: You can’t see the actors as products, they have to
come to the landscape to find themselves.

But one day, when he was about to ride out
on his sleigh, he felt fearful and refused to go
alone. Since his son did not want to go with him,
so he forced him by tying him to the sleigh, and
took him along like that.
They never came back alive.

THE CORPSE
– November 15th, 2013, Carlos starts by reading a myth.–

ARTUK, WHO DID ALL THINGS FORBIDDEN.
A man, whose name was Artuk, buried his wife;
but he decided to remain apart from the duties
of those who tend to the dead, doing everything
it is forbidden to do. He said he had nothing to
do with those old customs.
Some of his neighbors were working, cutting
frozen meat to eat. After looking at them for a
while, while they worked the meat with their
knives, he took a stone axe and cut the meat,
saying:

Late that night, his daughter heard the
mocking laughter of the spirits and understood
immediately that they laughed so that she
knew her father had been punished for his
wrongdoing.
The next day, several sleighs went out to look
for Artuk. They found him far away, deep into
the ice, torn to pieces, the way the spirits punish
those who refuse to observe the customs of
their ancestors. The son, who was still tied to the
sleigh, was not touched, but he had died of fear.
PHILIPPE: I’m thinking of a sky burial, like the Tibetan
funeral rite, where they tie up the bodies so their fluids
don’t leak out. They bring them to the temple. Then to
the field, where several vultures surround them. The
monk, who looks more like a vulture tamer, starts to cut
up the body with a knife, starting with its entrails. He
breaks the bones with a mallet and delivers part of the
skull to the relatives.

“This is how you cut meat”.
JACINTA: Is that a common burial?
He did this, even though it was forbidden.
That same day he walked out toward the ice,
took off his inner coat and shook it. He did this,
even though it was forbidden.
He also went out to an iceberg and drank the ice
water that the sun had melted, knowing also that
it was prohibited.
He did all these things mocking his neighbors’
beliefs. Mocking the things he said were only lies.
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PH: Indeed. The Chinese say it’s unsanitary, but they
really just want to wipe out the Tibetan tradition… I took
some photographs of the place.
CARLOS: I’d like to work on the Eskimo myth and shape
the characters, leading the fiction about ideological
cubism that came out of studying Chilean poetry
during the dictatorship. Teasing apart the structure
to define who would be the man, the woman, the
daughter, the son… How to include the burial rite
Philippe just mentioned?... I’d like to work on the idea of
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concentration, maybe like in an act by Yoshi Oida18 I saw
a few years ago, where a mourner’s crying on a plain
beside a dead man became repetitive. At a certain point,
the actor who was playing the dead man got up, and
she kept crying from inertia. At that precise moment we
realized that the man had become a spirit.
Millaray will be the corpse. For example, you Philippe,
will cut off her head and she will become the demon that
chases you. She can see your sons cutting ham or tilling
the field, that way you can do the three or four forbidden
things that the widow shouldn’t do. On the other hand,
you’ll to try to establish avant-garde thought… One
of the films you’re in made me think of the leader of a
revolt in Haiti… Jacinta’s texts will fall and break when
she says them. They’re simple and will bring you down
to earth, but on earth they become profound. They’re
not just mantras. Camilo, on the other hand, will create
confusion. We’ll fill the page with a text that they’ll never
be able to learn. Millaray is buried and then reappears on
another plane.

EL: The funeral rite.

We can expand on the times, the tensions, the type of
relation you have. Maybe, for example, he’s a caring
father… Every son dies differently… His progeny dies of
fright. The progeny of a rebel dies of fright. How can we
represent that?

DARÍO: Jews do that, so do Muslims.

CA: The funeral rite is an artform… Let’s think about the
expansion of time and about medieval punishment, like
when they tied someone to an ox… If the sleigh is the
horse, Philippe can carry his wife on that horse.
EL: Do they all become spirits?
CA: Some are spirits and some aren’t. They’re not
gods, they’re archetypes. They’re human. The four are
made in relation to the human, and there can be divine
manifestations in them.
EL: They keep making the same gestures.
CA: Yes, but more subtle. Especially Millaray, because
she hast to develop the character of a corpse. But there
is also in all of them that normality… the son helps the
father to carry.

AN: They did that to my mother, wrapped her in a blanket.
DA: Is there a visible difference between being and the
spirit? Can you imagine something like that?

ELSA: The forbidden things.
ANTONIA: What are those forbidden things?
CA: We’d have to find those things in the texts we
already have. At its base, this is still a discussion about
the vanguard, about Ronald Kay, who returned to Chile
after his wife’s death.19

CA: I don’t want to dress them up like Eskimos, I’d like
to give them those jeans Manuela left on the table…
awful.
AN: We can try them.
– They look at the jeans and laugh.–

18 Japanese actor in Peter Brook’s company.
19 The poet, art theorist and philosopher, Ronald Kay, was born in Germany in 1941 and
has lived in Chile since age six. He was married to Pina Bausch from 1980 to 2009. In
1974, Kay founded a seminar called Signometraje in the Department of Humanities
at the University of Chile. Influenced by German artist Wolf Vostell and the Fluxus
movement, he organized the action Tentativa Artaud and published the first and only
issue of the V.I.S.U.A.L. magazine, which includes, amongst others the first texts
of poet Raúl Zurita. Kay was a very influential person in the establishment of the
Chilean artistic and poetic avant-garde in the first years of the Pinochet dictatorship
before moving to Germany with Bausch. Perhaps Kay is the person hiding behind
the character of Carlos Wieder in his novel Distant Star.
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DA: I’m not thinking about what’s forbidden, but about
how to construct it. If someone cuts something in
one way or another, that’s different, but where’s the
prohibition?... You speak of Millaray’s bones, we should
find similar bones, maybe the bones of a bat, seeing as
how strange she is.
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CA: Maybe the knives can be sacred, and when we use
them their mystery can be transgressed. Even though
we can resort to what we’ve already done. Maybe the
transgression has to do with music. If Millaray is the
triangle, maybe if she plays it again once she’s dead,
she performs a forbidden act.

CA: I feel like it’s good to tie it to medieval times.
A distant, made-up temporality.
EL: I thought of a procession. They don’t do the burial
out in front of the house. Are they nomads? Do they live
in the forest? Do they come all this way to be back in the
forest?

EL: Maybe declare an incestuous relationship.
DA: I think that can be adapted to the place.
DA: In the end, someone demonstrates it.
JA: Almost anything can be related to death.

CA: She can be buried in pieces, we can surround her
with firewood and then see smoke, in the most visceral
place.

CA: Make the corpse play music?
EL: We need to think of their rites.
EL: Bring the corpse out of her grave?
DA: What if instead of burying, we dig up? What if he
comes back with the corpse instead of just taking it?
That is evidently forbidden.

AN: We can establish the principles to organize the day,
just so it doesn’t get out of hand.
CA: We’ll get there, little by little. So far, we have twelve
possible routes… Can we bring a horse into the forest?

CA: What do they start by digging up? What brings her
back to life? This sounds like zombies, right?

AN: Maybe. We can deal with that once we’re there.

JA: How does Millaray die?

CA: So, then, we have rocks, estuaries, and a forest.

EL: It doesn’t say.

AN: The beach?

CA: Everything is seen from the outside, there are no
intrinsic explanations, just a series of facts. What do you
think, Philippe?

CA: The beach makes me think of vacation. Shall we get
rid of the beach?

PH: That we should stick with something. If we take
something and transform it, it’s always going to change.
If we stick with that, it’s a matter of understanding it and
seeing how to carry it out concretely. For example, you
spoke of Millaray dead. We can say that she’s my wife,
and she’s dead. We can start with that and come up with
something using what’s already there. But those are
pieces. If it’s the meat, we do it. I feel like there’s always
something that gets away from us. It’s very difficult to
grab on to something and to stay with it. If things change
all the time, that’s difficult. I need something stable.
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WALKER EVANS
– November 15th, 2013, the final decisions were made
regarding the actors’ costumes;
Philippe. Jeans, black shoes, coattails and top hat.
Jacinta. Corset, dirty dress. Dirty, but elegantly dressed. A
dress with sleeves you can roll up.
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Camilo. The same as Jacinta, but less severe. A vest,
bowtie, meggings, ribbon.
Millaray. Dress with puffy sleeves and brocade, with a hair
net.–

Afterwards the dancers performed a series of improvised
choreographies in a hall of mirrors. These scenes were not
included in the final cut of The Man Who Did All Things
Forbidden.–

CARLOS: I would place them in a territory close to
Walker Evans’ subjects. They’re not tropical, they’re not
cavemen, nor are they Eskimos.

FRANCISCA: –Referring to the man high on krokodil or
bath salts–.
He has a very central way of moving, staccato, blocked,
with a fractured body. It’s not an organic body. It’s
fragmented.
DANCER 1: Why should we move like that?
CA: Because we’re going to materialize Philippe’s
character’s hell, in a mall full of mirrors.

KROKODIL AND LES MAîTRES FOUS
– A troupe of dancers and Francisca, the choreographer,
met with Carlos, Elsa and Antonia, on the morning of
November 15th, 2013, to watch and comment on two
videos, “krokodil: a subject on drugs destroys house and
makes a mess”20 and “Les Maîtres Fous” by Jean Rouch21.
20 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CfzozIrUdtw (Last visited: February 20th, 2014)
21 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6Ylqxob5gbI (Last visited: February 20th, 2014)
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ANTONIA: It could be one of the characters’
hallucinations… We can fragment the shots.
FR: There will be shots from several angles, and it will
be interesting to make those forms.
AN: The idea is to build a central phrase that begins to
repeat itself.
DANCER 2: Will I have a sequence?
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FR: We could have a little war horse that serves as a
reference for something fixed.
CA: Now we’re going to watch Les Maîtres Fous,22

NOTES FOR THE SOUND ENGINEER
– Around midday, November 15th 2013, the crew gathered
to talk about aspects of sound.–

CARLOS: We can use the güiro to support the laughter…
Millaray is a triangle, Camilo is the güiro, Philippe the
sax, a falling sound… We have the idea of the bird that
throws bones, his words fall… Then there’s the mouth
harp, which is Jacinta. Flat and monotonous. I wonder if
we can have some support for those voices. So that we
end up with a similar register.
CLAUDIO: We would have to do it in post-production.
CA: Yes, but to have it as a reference now, so we can
find out later.
CL: It’s like dubbing the moment through the instrument.

a film about an African religious movement called Hauka,
where the natives imitate the military ceremonies of
their French colonizers. The Hauka didn’t rebel against
colonialism, they vampirized it, almost mocking it.
PHILIPPE: It’s a rite of possession.
ELSA: Its common, regular people who once a year
take a hallucinogen and transform into some kind of
violent beings who characterize the figures of French
colonialism, with red eyes.
CA: It was a very controversial film, because the
characters in the ritual are also filmed in their everyday
life. That’s interesting, because you will also be starting
from normality.

CA: Let’s have those sounds in the background,
because that will back up the voice and help a lot. It has
to be subtle, though.
ANTONIA: Like the presence of the spirit.
CA: We can find two or three phrases with the
instruments. We can improvise and establish them…
Every character, their voice and their way of being, was
greatly inspired by the instruments. Now it’s a matter of
finding that connection during the shoot.
CL: I see different stages of sonority. Direct sound,
punctual sounds, and ambient or atmospheric sounds…
I’d like to play with the spatiality, to reflect the spaces
we’re in, like the forest, and alternate the punctual
sounds in an atmosphere.

FR: We could start with small gestures, then change.

CA: We need to reaffirm certain things, like the ocean,
for example… I saw a movie once where the Nazis23

22 Docufiction short film directed by Jean Rouch (1955)

23 Come and see (1985), directed by Elem Klímov
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are coming, they drop bombs, and one of them blows
out a boy’s eardrum, and from then on the atmosphere
changes… That’s what I’m thinking for the forest.
There could be a different kind of lighting to change
the atmosphere…I’d like for the sound to be more open
in the dunes, closed in the forest, and dry in the wood
pyres. The voices compressed, so as to convey that
we’re hearing the voices from inside their heads.

We would open the door and there would be this kind of
silence. We could hear the potentialities of the outside,
from the silence inside. It would be good if we could
find these kinds of places in the forest, where we have
some specific kind of sonority. On Monday we can make
a tour of the place and it wouldn’t be a bad idea to pay
attention to that… I need you to tell me what you need,
so we can draw up the plans for the shoot.

CL: Like when you enter a place and then leave it, and
it’s your understanding of the sound is evident… I think
all the packed information from the forest would be
projected on the stereo.

CL: I need to go over the written texts, to know what
alternatives you want… So, then, each actor would give
all the texts a once-over?
CA: Yes.

CA: Yes.
CL: Mono mixes also represent another time. We could
play with that.
CA: I want something very archaic, like these costumes,
something archetypal… Remember, Claudio when wind
blew through Casa Poli?24

CL: We can take a look into the environments, because
they also change according to the time of day. Things
are more active in the morning, and things are sleepier
during midday.
CA: It would be worth it, for when the time comes to tell
the story from the point of view of the sound.
CL: Laughter could be related to the crickets.
CA: Or taking the güiro and changing its pitch.
CL: The space will also make us feel things. It will tell
another story.

PHILIPPE IN PIECES
CARLOS: How can we tear Philippe to pieces?

24 Architectural project set in the cliffs of the Coliumo peninsula (550km south of
Santiago). Designed by Mauricio Pezo and Sofía von Ellrichshausen. Built in 2005 by
Eduardo Meissner and Rosemarie Prim.
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PERUVIAN RESTAURANT
– During lunch on November 15th, 2013, Carlos, Elsa and
Antonia continued discussing aspects of the locations and
the shots.–

CARLOS: Like creating something dizzying?
ELSA: From the cliff?
ANTONIA: There’s a large rock where you can anchor.
But the matter of the distance and inclination is
complicated. It would mean seeing them with the sea
below… They wouldn’t be able to move much, but we
can shoot them in the foreground.
CA: Are there other places?
AN: We could head over to Punta de Gallo, or Punta
Gaviota, which is more violent.
CA: Do you remember where we went?
– Beginning with this question, around 1:00 p.m. on
November 15th, 2013, the team carried out several tests
to raise up Philippe’s body. They surrounded him, picked
him up from below, and everyone’s bodies mixed together.
The dancers carried Philippe, while Darío followed them
to understand at what point the camera could come in.
Darío changed places with Philippe; now he was on top,
and Philippe on the ground. They repeated one of the
rehearsed sequences of movement, as well as the new
scenes of dismemberment.–
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– That same day, in the hallway outside the rehearsal
room, before arriving at the restaurant where the rest of
the team was eating, Philippe and Darío discussed some
particularities.–

– Darío and Philippe arrive at the restaurant table
where Antonia, Carlos and Elsa were. It was a Peruvian
restaurant, a block and a half away from the rehearsal
space.–

PHILIPPE: Everything will be on a horse.

DA, PH: Hello everyone.

DARÍO: The only problem is the horse’s height, because
I don’t know if I can raise the camera enough to frame
the shot.

CA, EL, AN: Hello.
EL: We ordered food to share.
CA: How do we differentiate the two different parts of the
night?
DA: We can take the first part of the night.
CA: It’s not enough time. I wonder if we can use props,
like the candles.
DA: When the spirit appears, we can light it from below.
PH: We can have the spirit move toward that other place.
CA: But what do you think?

– Back at the restaurant.–

AN: I’d do it simpler, with the landscape, trees, moon,
etc.
DA: Are you interested in marking the spaces?

CA: The son remains chopping wood. We see them
walking off along the estuary.

CA: No, I just don’t want it to look like the same shot.

AN: We can put that together with the end of the second
shot.

AN: If we have sequences in the spaces, the film won’t
be constructed just through the actors.

CA: We see them camping around there… We see them.
The spirit will appear in two places, in the forest and at
the house with the son. Then we see it leave, and then it
kills them.

CA: Rushes, frogs, owls… And then we arrive at the
other place.
EL: You see the horse.
CA: Right, the horse at night. One is talking to her son.
The other appears somewhere else. We come upon
them. They’re asleep, they’re eating.
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EL: How do we imagine their death?
CA: It destroys one and the other dies of fear, it’s
something brutal… I’m not going to edit you like a
zombie movie, it has to be something…

imagine that in order to see this we need to see it from
above, but we’ll feel vertigo.
AN: We need to establish the forest as the central
nucleus, with any movement occurring in relation to the
forest.

PH: What are you looking for? The action?
CA: Elsa suggested the horse.
AN: The horse could be a good element.

CA: I read the Eskimo story and I feel like it’s in the
forest.
AN: The landscapes are very different, and the distances
can’t be connected.

PH: We need to establish the spirit’s presence.
EL: No.
CA: Why not? If I don’t film it and then I need it, I’m
screwed. I want the spirits’ movement.
DA: I’m thinking we could shoot it backlit, like a kind of
silhouette. A riskier solution is to use the headlights of
the truck behind it, moving at its pace.
AN: That might be more complex. Option 1 is better, with
a fixed backlight. You see the silhouette float through
the forest, you see it pass by the estuary.
CA: The knives? Is a shadow enough to convey that?
DA: Working with shadows is easy –we can do that. If
she passes quickly… We only have a four second shot.
Maybe it would be worthwhile composing the scene…
Wind through the rushes, the horse is startled.

CA: There’s a place where they chop wood, another
place where they live. How do we establish the house?
Maybe with two blankets, the remains of a fire, pots and
pans, a few spoons… The forest is subdivided into: they
cut, they pile, they burn.
AN: What about Camilo?
CA: Camilo is a guy who chops wood. The sister picks
up the blocks and cooks with them. The man does his
rounds. When the father ties up his daughter, Camilo
remains indolent.
AN: The estuary could be a good place to watch them
leave.
CA: Or the dunes?
DA: After establishing the locations, for me it would be
best if we could imagine the actions and situations to be
filmed.

AN: We can determine the shots and take it from there.
CA: It’s based on the horse. It’s invisible?
AN: A long shot, the hand passing by the shadow, the
knife.
DA: The only way to make a shot out of this… It can
be a sequence of shots and then say ok, first there’s
a shadow, then a silhouette, then a shadow again. I
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CA: First places, then times. Now that we’ve established
something in relation to… What do you think of this:
dunes, estuary, forest. Or, estuary, dunes, forest.
AN: The “they never came back alive” part would be:
forest, estuary, night and day. He takes her away, he
stays, we see how the spirit attacks them, we watch
them leave, and we see the results of the attack.
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DA: Elsa says you want to determine the spirits’ code.

DA: Like Onibaba.25

CA: I need to find a device.
DA: Remember what we did with the car?
CA: It didn’t work.
AN: And if it comes out of the water?
PH: It’s really just a matter of rhythm.
CA: Yes, that might be creepier.
AN: Yes, the still estuary and suddenly she emerges with
her hair and her face.
CA: And the horse leaves.
EL: It’s very different from what you had in the forest,
but it works.
CA: How would you light that?
DA: In this case, we have one single large light to
illuminate the spaces, without turning this into a huge
production.
CA: Imagine it as if it were a huge production. How do I
light from behind? How do I see that?
DA: Raising the lights on the side as much as possible,
to a point close to the face.
CA: It’s almost going to be black on black
DA: I would do one light and try to close it as much as
possible.
CA: If I dress her in white, will it help?
DA: Yes, it will.
CA: We have to feel like there’s no light.
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25 Onibaba (1964), Japanese film directed by Kaneto Shindo.
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#7
SCRIPT DIAGRAMS
DURING THE SHOOT
– Elsa-Louise Manceaux was the scriptwriter. We´ve
included a selection of her diagrams, based on the
Ideological Cubism manifesto, the interviews to Chilean
poets and her own writing. Made in Santiago and
Tunquén, on November 2013. –
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#8
DIRECTING DIAGRAMS
DURING THE SHOOT
– Carlos Amorales was the director. We´ve included a
selection of his diagrams, made in Santiago and Tunquén,
on November 2013. –
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Carlos Amorales
The Man Who Did All Things Forbidden, 2014
HD Film, black and white, with sound, (55')
Written by Elsa-Louise Manceaux and Carlos Amorales
Cinematography by Dario Schvarzstein.
Courtesy of Galerie Yvon Lambert and Kurimanzutto.
Commissioned by the 8th Berlin Biennale and co-produced by Kurimanzutto
(Mexico City), Yvon Lambert (Paris) and Kadist Art Foundation (Paris).
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Carlos Amorales
NEVER SAY IN PRIVATE
WHAT YOU (WON’T) SAY IN PUBLIC

Limited to 250 numbered copies.
In addition to this book a limited edition multiple by the
artist is available from onestar press.
Printed and bound in France
2014 Carlos Amorales & onestar press
onestar press
49, rue Albert
75013 Paris France
info@onestarpress.com
www.onestarpress.com
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